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F 0 R E W 0 R D 

This rejorc was prepared by Richard Eugene Beard. 

Initial design and arrangements were made in Lagos, August 7th through 

17th, 1974. Survey was conducted September 15th through October 2nd,
 

1974 in Lagos.
 

Consultants were assisted by the following Industrial Training
 

Fund staff members:
 

J.U. Agbazue
 

E.O. Awonogun
 
K.O. Kolade 
0.0. Loto
 
E. Mwobi (Mrs) 
J. Obianwun
 

R. I. Wallace
 

This group was being trained in evaluation techniques and also
 

served as full working collaborators. Their assistance permitted the
 

accomplishment of a complex task in the allotted time and is sincerely 

appreciated.
 

The principal training officer, Mr. S.D. Solarin, was unstinting
 

in his efforts in support of the survey and we are especially grateful
 

to him. The principals or chief advisors of the six schools cooperated
 

fully. Special thanks are due Director Sam Gbadebo of OIC/L and Advisor
 

A. Jennings who made staff and facilities available for the project.
 

Director William Ford and USAID/Nigeria staff lent full support and
 

counsel. Many others gave generously of their time to assist in
 

developing information. Thev are included in Appendix 9.
 

Messrs. Valfoulaye Diallo and Boukabar Daillo and others on their
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staff at OICI/Philadelphia provided essential background support data
 

as well as a thorough critique of the proposed procedures for this
 

survey,
 

DB/amb 
10/14/74 
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Summary 

Five Nigerian vocational schools in the Lagos area were visited to 

provide perspective for comparative purposes with the Opportunities 

Industrial Centre, Lagos (OIC/L). All schools but one appeared to be 

providing adequate training for rapidly expanding Nigerian industrial 

skill needs. The exception, the Nigerian Army Resettlement Scheme (NARS), 

is coping with the special problem of rehabilitating disabled military 

veterans.
 

Although comparativ cost data are fragmentary, it appears from 

this limited information that OIC/L is performing effectively. (See 

Tables 1 and 2.)
 

OIC/L has, in addition, introduced a number of significant innovations
 

which set it apart from the others. These include: an accelerated course 

schedule, individualized instruction, counseling and placement on jobs. 

They are accomplishing these objectives to a fair degree. They also are 
trying to involve the community in the support of the school. Although 

slow in coming, evidence of success in this area is accumulating and is 
judged satisfnctory by the consultants. 

Industrial Training Fund (lTF) staff, seven in all, were assigned 

to the task to introduce them to evaluation techniques. They were 

totally involved throughout. Their reviews of OIC/L all recommended ITF 

support with varying degrees of emphasis. The consultants concur in this 

recommendation. 



INTRODUCTION
 

PURPOSE 

This report for the Industrial Training Fund of Nigeria (ITF), head

quartered in Lagos, documents the efforts of the AID-financed consultants
 

to assist in the developmient of an evaluation capability in their staff 

and to make a specific evaluation of and recommendations for the Opportuni

ties Industrial Centre, Lagos (OIC/L) in respect to its request for finan

cial assistance from the Fund. Assistance was requested in the training 

of the staff, the preparation of a series of comparative reports on other 

vocational schools and the preparation of suggested criteria for evaluating 

vocational school applications for funding. 

METHODOLOGY 

The consultants visited Nigeria, made preliminary trips to ITF, OIC/L,
 

USAID Mission to Nigeria (USATD), and two other vocational schools. A 

tentative time schedule was developed, drafts of information instruments 

prepared. ITF initiated correspondence for institutional visits and 

requested preparation of basic essential data by them. 1lans were also 

formulated for the training part of the task with the proposed assignelt 

of several new ITF staff to the effort. The draft instruments were refined 

in Washington and Philadelphia incorporating suggestions from AID and OlC/L. 

The evaluation exercise was to include an intensive look at OIC/L and 

surveys of five to seven other vocational training facilitLes to help 

establish some vocational training norms in Nigeria for ITF's needs in 

evaluating applications for financial assistance from vocational training 

schools. Tlie survey of several schools would also provide perspective for 

the evaluation of OIC/L. Facilities to be surveyed included OIC/L, ljebu-

Ode Trade Centre (Ijebu-Ode), Yaba Trade Centre (Yaba), Nigerian Army 

Resettlement Scheme (NAhlS), Drivers f, Maintenance School (D)rivers), and 

instruments were to be pretested at the YWCA Secretarial College (YWCA). 

Other agencies concerned with vocational training were to have been 

visited. The concluding task was to be a seminar on evaluation for the 

ITF staff.
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The steps in the proposed schedule included pretesting evaluation 

instruments at YWCA, day-long visits to the other five schools with 

call-backs as required, interviews with school graduates now employed, 

interviews with their employers, and a concluding seminar. 

This program was generally adhered to. Other agencies were not 

contacted on local suggestion that their information tended to be general 

rather than specific and time would be better spent on the basics of the 

project.
 

REVIEW OF ACTIONS
 

Returning to Nigeria, consultants were assigned seven capable new 

ITF staff members to be trained in evaluation techniques. Advance notice 

had been sent to the six vocational training institutions and appoint

ments confirmed. A continuing seminar was begun prior to the pretest 

visit to the YWCA Secretarial College. NXRS, Drivers, ljebu-Ode, Yaba, 

and OIC/L visits foll.owed in good order. Each morning the day's schedule 

was reviewed and procedures critiqued in group seminar. The events of 

each day were similar].y reviewed at its close. Each participain t was 

responsible for prepar.ing a report on the school visited, and hecse 

were critiqued (see Appendices 10 through 13 for sauples). 

Consultants initiated the int:erviewing and gradually shifted the 

whole task to ITF staff as the days went along. By the fifth day at 

OIC/L, ITF staffers took over the complete interviewing process. The 

composite report was drfted by one of them (see Appendix J0). 

The staff was next organ ized into three teams to conduct interviews 

of OIC/L student trainees now employed, along vith thilr employers. The 

staff experienced a frustrating week in hunting down elusive addresses in 

a sprawling metropolis. Traffic "go-sl]ows,'' torrvntlal rains, a debilita

ting gas shorta e, and their nuwnes to the task kept the result.s to a 

minimum. The random sample of candidate's selected from the lists provided 

by OIC/L and D)rivers yielded some 22 inte rviews from the (DIC/L list and 

none from the Drlvyers. The interviews gained provide some indicators 

of the lluses and minusves of the training provided by OIC/L but cannot 

be used in a generalizable mamer. 
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seminar session8 about 
This second week was interlaced with review and 

the intervieweesand the specifics of simply finding
interviewing, sampling, 

(and even where to find gas to travel). The final seminar session was 

following.the afternoon and early evening of the Monday
concluded during 

ITF was in attendance. A general and 
Most of the profes;ional staff of 

the major subject with a resume
overview of evaluation wastheoretical 


of the staffs' findings and recommendations regarding OIC/L.
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C01PARATIVE S1MARY * 

The six schools visited responded variously to the interviewers, 
perhaps somewhat related to their needs from or views of ITF and the 

perceived 'importance' of the vls:iting team. One comuon objective binds 

this group of schools, train skilled technicians and craftsmen for Nigerian 

Industry. All are striving to meet this objective. Means or process to 

achieve the objective varied, as did time allotted, resources available, 

and technique:; used. All aver that tloy fol low a balancud p:,gracm of 

lecture, demionstration, and shop practice. With some adding practical 

on-the-job work 'attachmnent' assignments: Ijebu-Odc, Yaba, and OIC/L. 

INPUTS
 

Finance:
 

Funding support ranges (as best could be determined) from the bare 

minimums of the YWCA Secretarial Col.ge to the rather fulsome]y financed 

NARS and Yaba schools. (Data was meager and only gro ss coemparisotns were 

possible.) Yaba, as tlhQ National Tfrade Centire , In in a favorcd budgetary 

position and all buildinr;, quiL Lent , and operating buppo t nicds arc met. 

The NARS program, as a d i:abld vterans resetltumetunt. sqlisi,, has a large 

budget but with op)rationl11l aid orgain i zit ional prCoble mn:s whli (Ii imp(d optimur 

allocation or use of its ILSources. ),rIvers & NAitintniancC Schtol dhas 

run out of Rj; start-up fund ing, ha,; trot securedInu sources, anld may be 

forced to close. The Motor Drivers t'Ilon, the ori g inal. sponsor, las not 

yet come up wi th necessary amnd Iw alailes are severalfinmainc ing ruan now 

months in arrears. OIC/I. support colts have been high givn the heavy 

input of the expatrhate t echnical advisory team. Tranblat i u that support 

into local staffing equlvii eielet; reveals a tight, bare bone; budget for 

the tasks being undertaken. No financial data was made avallable at 

Ijebu-Ode.
 

All school; except OIC/L charge tultion. 0]C/l Is dedicated to free, 

public instruction. Unit costs are reported at some risk, given the gross 

nature of the data. The following are provided with considerable caution. 

Soo Table I
 



TABLE 1
 
COMPARATIVE SLMkD4ARY
 

TWCA Nigerian Nigerian Army Ijebu-Ode Yaba Opportunities
 
Secretarial Drivers and Resettlement Trade Center Trade Centre Industrialization
 

College Maintenance School Centre
 

First Enrol'ment (1969&) 1974 1962 1972 1959 1948 1972
 

Objectives Train students to meet skilled needs of expanding Nigerian industry.
 

Inputs
 
Enrollment
 
Full-time 50 105 2000 400 500 175
 
Part-time 190 75 600
 

Faculty 5 6 70(?) 18 52 26
 

Funding NIO,000* N45,000* N2,500,000* (?) N1,500,000* N75,000
 

Course length 2 yrs. 3 & 9 mos. 18 mos. 3 yrs. 3 yrs. 18 mos.+/-

Vocational 1-secretarial l-ccmmercial 27-crafts and 5-building 13-crafts and 3-mechanical
 

1-bookkeeping driving mechanical trade mechanical 2-secretarial
 
1-heavy duty skills crafts skills 1-hotel catering
 

trailers and cooking-

Other Remedial Basic Basic Basic Basic Basic
 

English Education Education Education Education Education
 
Mech. Mech. Job
 

Drawing Drawing Readiness
 
Mgt. skills Motivation
 

Counseling
 

Outputs
 
Graduates 0 (New) 2500 (2000) 1600 2300 231
 

(discharged
 
Oct. 1974)
 

Placements 0 (New) 2500 0 (New and (Nearly all 2500 
 178
 
unplanned) given job (Nearly all (Systematic
 

market) given job effort)
 
market)
 

Cost per N200 N430 N1250 ?) N3000 N430
 

student
 

*Estimates
 



Table 2
 

School Enrollment Annual Budget Unit Coat/Mo.
 
Full time Part time
 

YWCA 50 (190) N 10,000 N 17
 

(Only direct costs of students, full-time with no estimate of
 
building and facility or other support.)
 

OIC/L 175 - 75,000 36
 

Drivers 105 (75) 45,000 36
 

(Allocated only to full-time students; with part-time, unit
 
costs drop to N21.)
 

NARS (2000) 2.5M (104)
 
1140 actual 183
 

(Note only 1140 attending classes out of 2000. Does not
 

include students' military pay and allowances.) 

Yaba 500 (600) 1.5! 250 

(Allocated only to full-time students; with part-time, unit
 
costs drop to N114.)
 

The other element to be considered in the unit costs of a program
 

is the length of time spent by the student b2ing equipped for his trade. 

Thus Yaba (and ljebu-Odu, if figures were available) per student costs 

would be N9000 for three year,;. It is al.,;o to be noted that Yaba 

provides room and board for ;(owie of it.; students from Its budget. YU.CA, 

for its two year program, w.ould amount to N400. Driver,; hold at N430 

per year as their programs are for three and ine nonth ;sesion s for 

35 students each. O]C/bts program is for 18 months with some i leaving 

sooner and others taking a bit longer for an average cost: of N645. 

NARS disabled veteran population suggests that it continue to be viewed 

separately. 

The foreoging data need; to be carefully reviewed as the Nation moves 

along its newly Initiated path of free univer3al education beginning with
 

free primary schooling for all in 1976.
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Facilities:
 

Building, equipment and training support supplies were generally 

reflective of financial support. NARS buildings were numerous and of 

good quality though not well suited to the needs of the disabled 

veterans without additional modifications. Yaba was well housed and 

equipped. Ijebu-Ode was modestly housed and equipped. Drivers and YWCA 

appeared meagerly but adequately housed and equipped though Drivers is 

in need of operational transport. OIC getting optimum use out of 

a 'jury-rigged' set of rented buildings (large residence and outbuildings) 

and a well planned but minimal set of equipment. 

Facultx: 

StaffinC of all facilities appeared to be adequate with the usual 

problems of turnover and vacancies except for NARS. Its control over 

military and civilian teaching staff is in other hands and there are 

apparent problems of qualification and definite l)roblems of tenure of 

assignment, stemming from the lack of in-house control of faculty. The 

OIC staff, having been reviewed in some depth, was found to be well 

qualified wiith cvidence of rapid improvement in the past twelve months. 

Enro? Iment: 

The student population varies by institution in)number and entrance 

eligibility requirements. NARS was assigned 2000 disabled veterans in 

several tranchcs over the past two years. These veterans have been cer

tified as being unfit for further military assignment and are to be pre

pared for return to civilian life. The educational qualifications range 

from zero formal education to Class IV or Primary School Certificate. 

(Only 1140 out of the 2000 were recorded as being enrolled in the class

rooms and shop:-.) The others accept Class IV or Primary CertifIcate, 

although OC/L will make exceptions based upon interview, need and 

aptitude. Enrollment ranges from NARIS, 2000; Yaba, 500; ljebu-Ode, 400+; 

OIC/L, 175+; Drivers, 105; and YWCA, 50. Hlowever, evening classes aug

mented the foregoing: Yaba, 600; YWCA, 190; and Drivers, 75. Data was 

not provided fn any detail on part-time instruction and no comparisons 

are made. The schools are to be commended for their effcrts to optimize 

use of facilities and staff. 
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Length of Courses:
 

Time in school runs from three years for Ijebu-Ode and Yaba, two
 

NARS.years at YWCA, eighteen months for OIC/L, and also proposed for 

Drivers is a three-month short cours;e for Grade B and nine months for
 

Grade C.
 

PROCESS 

Vocational Courses:
 

extreme.
The number and variety of vocational skill offerings vas 


NARS offered a full range of mechanical, crafts, and secretarial plus
 

poultry keepnig or 27 in all. Yaba provides 13 courses in the craft and
 

mechanical trades. Ijebu-Ode concentrates on the building trades, 

including plumbing, painting, carpentry, cabinet making, and brick 

masonry. YWCA offers secretarial and bookkeeping. Drivers trains for 

the regular commercial and heavy duty driver certifications. OIC/L 

trains cooks and bakers, hotel catering (these two to be combined), 

electronic technicians, air conditioning/refrigerationauto mechanics, 

mechonics, and secretarial (bookkeeping is just being started).
 

Other Education:
 

Support courses in basic education -- communications (English
 

reading and writing) and computation skills -- are reportedly provided
 

at all schools. NARS deals with basic literacy rs well as other basic
 

educational subjects, including arithmetic. YWCA concerns itself with
 

remedial English. Ijebu-Ode and Yaba both provide mechanical drawing as
 

an integral component of their skills training. Ijebu-Ode provides instruc-

Drivers adds geography andtion in job requirements and job readiness, 


rules of the road to its basic education. OIC/L focuses especially en
 

through its Feeder Program developing positive attitudes
job readiness 


towards the workaday world and job readiness. NARS is modeled on the
 

OIC concept and is endeavoring to initiate attitudinal change courses
 

or motifs in its basLc education courses. In addition, OIC/L has an
 

ambitious program of individual and group counseling to prepare students
 

for work. NARS is ctruggling with the initiation of a counseling program 

following this model.
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As stated before, all schools report use of the combined techniques
 

of lecture, demonstration, and shop practice. OIC/L, Yaba, and Ijebu-Ode
 

report on-the-job practice as well. This latter is extremely difficult
 

to organize and none are able to provide as much of this kind of practical
 

experience as they would like, although OIC/L has the most systematic
 

approach to it.
 

OUTPUTS
 

Certification:
 

All schools award testimonial documents on completion of courses.
 

Ijebu-Ode and Yaba prepare students specifically for the London Crafts
 

and Guilds Certificates, as well as the Nigerian Ministry of Labour
 

Grade III or trade entry level certificate and report high (95%) achieve

ment. NARS and OIC concentrate on entry level skill attainment for the
 

Grade III test. This level prepares students to begin work at the
 

apprentice grade. OIC has attained a 90-95% achievement on first try
 

with retraining for the balance to ensure an ultimate 99%. There are
 

no full time graduates from the YWCA yet, but part-time students are
 

usually already employed as secretaries, clerks, or typists. Drivers
 

graduates are certified or retrained until certifiable and then placed
 

through the Motor Drivers Union.
 

Placement:
 

OIC/L is the only school except Drivers which attempts to locate
 

jobs and place their students. They report placement of more than 175 of
 

the 231 graduated to date. However, their data are not clear as a number
 

of these are second and third placements. It is a significant and worth

while effort worthy of replication. There is no data available on the
 

graduates of the other schools. Drivers refers all graduates to the
 

Motor Drivers Union and they claim 100% placement.
 

It is important to note that Nigerian education is based upon the
 

school certification system common to the British education programme.
 

Thus, graduates of the two Trade Centres, Ijebu-Ode and Yaba, have an
 

advantage over the others in competitive positions due to the familiarity
 

with and acceptance of this mode by employers. The remedy lies in either
 

securing Federal Ministry certification for schools like OIC/L or supplying
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the job market with candidates whose superiority in the job calls for 
repeats from the same source. This latter is occurring as attested to
 

by some of the employer interviews. (See Appendix 14).
 
Given the fluid, rapidly expanding nature of the Nigerian economy, 

there is no apparent shortage of need for skills of all kinds at all levels.
 
There is no systematic study available analyzing current or future skill
 
needs. The analysis of skill training requirements of Nigerian industry
 
being developed by ITF will fill a critical need and be available for 
determining skill offerings and, if necessary, quIotas by tIh schools. 
Two areas have an apparently inexhaustible demand: drivers training 
and secretarial -- the former as evidenced by driving anywhere in Nigeria 
and the latter by the relatively high salaries being offered typists arid 
other secretarial personnel. 

Employers comment that graduates from the Trade Centres rcallyare 
over-trained for the dirty-hands work at the bench but not quite equipped 
to move into foremen positions. Ijebu--Odc endeavors to provide a modest 
amount of managerial training, anticipating the upward mobility of its 
graduates. OIC/L is and plans to remain at the task of trailing entry 
level workers. Some employers have also stated that they felt the OIC/L 
program was too short and that Trade Centre graduates were better prepared 
due to their three year programmes as against one and a half years.
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ASSESSMENT OF OIC/L
 

Objectives
 

OIC/L provides the most explicit set of measuremcnts for assessing
 

to train forits performance of any of the schools surveyed. All propose 

the skilled job market at either the entry level or at the next step 

above it. And all are striving to do this. YWCA has yet no record and NARS 

room for a new group.is summarily termninating the current enrollm2nt to make 

Ijebu-OJ e, Yaba, and Drivers are acco:mipli.-hing their purposes and so is' 

OIC/L. llowever, 0[C/1 has a detailed list of 	objectives leading to the 

skilled workers which makesfulfillment of their overall goal of training 

it distinctive and worthy of detailed examination. 

These include: 

o Free - no tuition or other fees 

o Individualized instruction 

o Accelerated (compressed) training 

o Practical, on-the-job ex:perience 

o Counseling, individual and group 

o Motivational training for job readiness 

o Job' development and placemient 

o Follow-up with retraining and replacement 

o Conununity involvement 

o New job creation - ent,,preneurship 

Free schooling with no fees Is an innvoation in Nigeria and is derived
 

from its American counterpart experience with OICs endeavoring to make
 

training opportunities available to all and especially for those who might 

In other words, helping thesenot otherwise be able to afford such training. 


students to the place where they can help themselves. By so doing, they will
 

become enhanced assets in the developmeat of their country rather than po

tential problems or wards.
 

throughout the curriculum,
Individualized instruction is practiced 

permitting individuals to advance at their own speed, optimizing resources
 

in so doing, including their own. Curricula and lesson plans are organized
 

into discrete behavioral (performance) units to facilitate learning and en

sure student/trainees orderly and satisfactory 	progress. 
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Accelerated training* is designed into each of the courses. OIC/L
 

students are a bit older than those going through the regular school
 

schedules and have need to enter the gainful employment: lists at the 

earliest. Further, the limited resources of the school argue for the
 

shortest possible turnaround time in developing its products-trained
 

workers.
 

Practical on-the-job experience is difficult to stimulate. There 

is no effective substitute to being in a work situation with worker and 

supervisor relation to be deaLt with along :ith performing the required 

work assignents. OIC/L i: moderately successful in developing these 

kinds of opportunities for its students. 

Counseling of the students on entry to the program, while they are 

going through it, and after they graduate from it is a critical and 

integral part of the OIC process. Staff limitations preclude this from 

reaching the standards set for themselves. An avernge of 90 enrolled 

students per counseor plus follow-up counseling is an overwhelming work

load. lhe staff will have to be augmented if this objective is to be 

fully realized. 

Motivational trainina is carried on through the counselors, formal 

classroom sessions, in the work slops, and is, in fact, part of the total 

environment of the school. Within the short period of eighteen months, 

a credible effort is made to ready the students for the working world
 

and as useful citizens of Nigeria.
 

Job development and placement require the two staff assigned to 

locate 'practical attachments' for student/trainees as well as regular 

full-time work assignments on completion of training, follow-up of the 

worker on the job and new placements if for any appropriate reason a new 

job is required. This is an obvious ov3rloading of requirements on these
 

two staff members.
 

*Student/trainees are being placed in jobs after 10, 12 and 13 months of
 

instruction while a scattered few take 19 and even up to 23 months before
 

being placed.
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Community involvement requires making the aims, actions, and future 

purposes of the school known in the metropolitan area and especially to 

the employing conmmnity. It also very specifically has stipulated that 

it is to derive the major part of its support costs from the local commu

nity. Results to September 1, 1974 have amounted to 1465,025. The recent 

comitment of the Ikeja Round Table (British employers) to contribute 

N2000 annually for equipment purchases is a significant breakthrough. 

It is reported that this is being followed by a N25,000 coninitment an

naully by the Industrial Advisory Council of the OIC. Finally, the dona

tion of six acres of land at Mile 12 on the Ikorodu Road is currently 

being settled betwcen the owners and the OIC Board. 

Entrepreneurshhin or niew Job creation is the sole objective from this 

ambitious list which reveals no action. There is as yet no staff or ad

visor on board. 

Constraints
 

Given the newness of the school, only now having gotten up 'to speed' 

producing 175-180 trained graduates per year, it has surmounted a remark

able number of obstacles in the p'rsuit of its several ond and process 

objectives. Innovation is difficult and most of the lis.t cited , ove 

fall in that category. Before critiquing them, it is necessary to note that 

the school had its fair share of probler in locating, recruiting, and 

keeping qualified staff. In addition, like most oversears technical 

assistance activities, there were untoward delays in recruiting advisors 

and not all of tho5;e who came were found suitable to the task, either by 

their own determination or that of OICI in Philadelphia. The search for 

a suitable building site has been an onerous task in a cotmnunity expanding 

and filling with such demonic purpose as lagos. The third rented set of 

buildings is now serving, albeit not well, the housing needs of the school. 

Just a bit more space, a bit more equipment, a 30% add-on to budget for staff 

and support, and enrollment could be doubled by adding a late afternoon

evening session. The new six-acre site provides the opportunity for the 

solid growth of the school. 
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Assessment
 

We found little to criticize throughout the survey but share with staff 
their concern over inadequate space, lindted personnel, limited equipment, 
and limited budget. Further, the JobCounseling, DL:velopmenL, and Admin
istration Departments are in the greate.,L necd for staff assii stance.
 
Counseling is greviously underiamnn' d with 
 two staff assiigned, though they 
are unusually well qualified for their tasks. Propos d budgets indicate
 
an ultimate staff of three. Anci 
 lary record keeping and administrative 
tasks can and should be assigned to the Ad:nimitrativ, Iv InKprt:.:nMt. 

truth, the Jatter does not yet exist as it is 
 being staffd by one ex
patriate who is shortl.y to be 
 joined by a newly recruited Administrative-

Finance Officer. Thi: department must be augmented by couple
a of clerks
 
and a bookkeeper.
 

Job devehj(pmn t and p]yaceunt 
 is one e1 the special featurs of OIC 
counseling) deserves(as is and careful tudy. The two staff as;;igned
 

appear 
 adequate to the basic tani. , providing it could be rud, fined. It.
 
seems rather clear 
 that primary liaison and rel at ionslips with Industry
 
have and shou]d be tlhe speciali 
 province oi Bo,,rBd neiripr, anid t he Director
 
and Progpramme A(vi.,sor. Turnovor in 
 theme latter two pui'-LLions and the
 
Interregnum 
which Ins uod hIa prc.ludrd use of their service" in LI .is area.
 
Further, vocationa]. instruectr2:s are ii s uperior posiLion when 
 it comes to
 
judging capabiliLi es of individual 
students and sugge.'sting suitable em
ploynent. This latter is predicated upon their being involved more
 
closely in knowing their lemployer 'c.ientss' and taing an active rather
 
than passive role in p1aceunt. Given the reactivation of the roles of
 
the top staff, steadily increasing support and assis tance by Board mem
bers, and involvment of vocational
the instructors, the task of the two 
Job Developers will then be susceptible criticalto evaluation. In the 
present overloaded state, it is difficult to make a fair assessment of 
their performance. Certainly the needsprogram maximum help in support 
of this area. 

The 22 intervews with student/trainees and employers provided some 
useful indicators for OIC/L. Student/trainees were generally pleased with 
their training and their new enhanced roles. Employers were nxed, some 
willing and eager to hire more OIC/L graduates, a few "no more," theand 
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rest in between. The latter sounded like employers everywhere who expect 

fully trained shop people to fit into their operation with no further con

ditioning. This is not realistic and suggests some short seminars for 

supervisors oh work expectations. (See Appendix 14 for a selection of 

comments.) 

Community involvemont has been referred to above. It is important 

to note that local support for causes everywherc seem to spring from re

actions to threatening situations, response to needs clearly supportive 

of one's own, and generous offer:ings of support for clear and simple 

reasons oi altrui.IA. The lat ter is clancy and not norarlly subjcct to 

regular budgetLing. The first, is negative though the 01C/L approach is 

stated in some quarters as a guarantee of security from young people who 

might become nymlfactors if not gainfully ,l;Cp.1-,Ld. We suggest that the 

second, or cnli gh tc ned s(lf-intereL: a ppro]ch, J.i the sol:idust foundation 

for building local suppoit:. The school will troin spedifiCally quilified 

pcrfon suitably 'ya adand who needpeople to r :in the den Lt (d arc. ,; thos' have 

for the taleMnt should ho thLe onc:; most: actively canvassed for support. 

Other, mr.w V,." ral , (:- ;:o7.niity ap;eal; re val uEh as a means of spreading 
,the word about the school, its als ndl prodlc.ts. 

Further, coum:uni ty invol.ve: utr has been read rather narrowly in some 

quarters and shlould be rephra sed to read 'local involvemint.' It should 

not be overlooked that OC in tle United States has grown and developed 

with generous support from local and nat iontl governmental bodies supply

ing some 80Z of support through grants and contracts to meet urgent U.S. 

manpower d,-velopment needs. OIC/L silould, and Is;, looking to :industry 

directly and to their agency, the In(lustrial Training Fund, for a major role 

In its support. OIC/L is also ruceking assistance from Lagos State Govern

ment. Perhaps tile Federal lints trie,, should al.so be considered as possible 

sources of funding. Strictly private support is unlikely Lo meet the con

tinuing needs of the school even though the recent pledges and gifts vali

date the basic assumption. 

Entrepyen(surh hjR or ne job creation is a glamorous and worthy 

objective. The team's difficulty with it stem:ned not from the lack of 

beginning progress in the area but rather with a need to redefine the 

objective in reasonable time terms. The parent agency in the U.S. has 
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been operating for a decade or slightly more. It has an impressive aggrega

tion of new business and industrial activities in Plladclp hia. But in only 

two other of the 100 plus sites wherc OICs fuictioa w:cre there reported 

entreprenourship acLivities of .[gnificance. One can be sure there are 

others, but the rulcvau t point for O]C/L is Lo stretch the Liao frame on 

this objective and address it as they can wln more pressing needs have 

been met.
 

Overall, the ITF evaluation team and consultants were favorably 

impressed with the OIC/L operation. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
 

The ITF Evaluation Team had a stimulating short course while being intro

duced to evaluation as a special tool of management. They exhibited promise 

of high quality performance assisting ITF in the development of its capabili

ties to constructively exploit the vocational training resources of the nation's 

schools in the expansion and growtlh of Ni ger:ian industry. The team viewed the 

assignment as a workiug apprenticeship, focusing on one partict lar institution 

after exposure to five others. Further, viewing it as a developing entity 

rather than a fixed unit in time and place even as their own roles in their 

own agency are dynamic. The consultants art pleased to concur in the group 

consensus that 01C/L is :aworthy candidate for financial support from ITF. 

The specifics of that ;ipport are a matter for staff and Board at ITt. 

Ilowever, consultants, would be remins in their task if they wou.id not suggest 

a formula for support for this and similar institutions who may be or are 

claimants before the Fund. 

It i.s recommended that in addition to the verification of quality in

struction loeing provided by a given Institution, and its existing or planned 

potential to meet its basic training objectives, ITF consider as criteria 

the 	additional Items listed here:
 

o 	Cost to student with free instruction as optimum
 

o 	Individualized instruction to optimize human potential
 

o 	Accelerated training, regardless of total time, make the most of it
 

o 	 Practical training, on-the-job training of the utmost importance 

o 	Counseling, prepare the student for a more effective work experience
 

and good citizenship
 

o 	 Motivational tralning for job readiness 
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o Job placement, guaranteed to keep training relevant
 

o Follow-up, additional great responsibility for 'responsible' schools 

o Community Involvement 

It is neither necessary or perhaps even desirable that all schools adopt 

the above as a complete package or model. However, it will be most useful to 

ascertain what variants of the forcgoing are and can be adapted by other 

schools to enrich their offerJngC and better equip their students for the In

dustrial futures that await them. 

Obviously, the criteria for support having been taken from OIC/L, and it 

having been adjudged to be performing in a satisfactory manner uith reference to 

most, if not all of said criteria, it. is a favorable candidate for support. 

It is suggested that such support be offered at 60% of current and proposed 

operating costs from industry sources through ITF, 20'-30 from Lagos State or 

Federal Military Government, and 10%-20% from the community at large. The 

formula is proposed to reflect the decline and terminrition of OICi (AID) 

financing and the maintenance of the pledges of support recently gleaned directly 

from private sources. The cost of the new buildings for the new site will pose 

another urgent consideratLion, and it is proposed that the same funding formula 

be used for its construction. 

OIC/L proposes budgets of N101,000 and 14273,700 for the fiscal years 

beginning July 1, 1975 and July 1, 1976. The latter year includes funding 

for the new buil.dings in the amount of 1450,000. The current availability of 

land suggests the item for new construction be pushed considerably forward 

into the first fiscal year. Specifically, funding entailed in the recommendation 

for ITF support would amount to U60,O00 and N74,000 for operating budgets for 

FY75 and FY76 plus N90,000 as a 60% share for construction of new buildings at 

earliest time conunensurate with legal clearance of site and plan preparation. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Abbreviationn; Used 

AID/W Agency for International Development,, 

Washington, D.C. 

USAID/L U.S.A.I.D. Mission to Nigeria 

I.T.F. Industrial ''rnining Fund, 
Lagos, Nigrfa 

OICI Opportuniti'e; Industrial Centres International, 
Phi lade] phi a, Pa. 

OIC/L Opportunities Induistrial Centre, 
Lagos, Nigc r ia 

SIT Stud, nt 'I'r anccs 

Drivers Nigerian Drivers and MaIntenance School 

Ijebu-Ode Ijebu-Ode Trade Centre 

NARS Nigerian Army Resettlement Scheme 

Yaba Yaba Trade Centre 

YWCA YWCA Secretarial College 
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Contriict No. A]D/C/otr-C-73-19F 
Work Order No. 12 

S CHIEDULE 

I. 	 A.I.Dj Proiect Title 

Opportunities li.dustrial Center (01C). 

I. 	 Obj ect ive. 

To provide professional staff to assist in the evaluation
 

of vocational training activities in Nigeria.
 

. Statemont. of Work 

A. The Contractor shall provide the services of two
 

consultants quail fied 
 in the evaluati on of vocational
 

training. The Contractor shall direct the consultin
 

evaluatlon team to perform 
 a two-phased evaluation of the 

Opportunitics lndustrial CetLer in lago , Nigeria, which 

will fulfill the following three mail objectI..c;: 

1. Provide zln ass er.8TC, t of Op, 'ortu-n itie.; Industrial 

Center, Lagos that can be used by the Industrial Training 

Fund (ITF) as a basis foi deciding %ihetheror not to support 

that institution. 

2. Provide ITF with a standardized system to use in
 

evoluating requests for assistance from other training
 

institutions In Nigeria.
 

3. Provide A.].D. and 01C with an objective, in-depth
 

assessument of the performance of the project 
 and of its
 

relevance to Nigeria'i' manpower training needu; and
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recommend any inodiiJJ ca tion.s tiat wuuh I edL to J I.r uveInU,. 

in 	 the projuct. 

B. 	 Phase I -. Evaluation Desi] ! 

The evaluation team shall work with ITF and 01 C to 

establish the relevant criteria for assessing performance 

of vocational training activitics in Nigeria and the means 

for measuring these criteria. The team will arrange criteria 

and their indicators in an evaluation natrix, (input-output

purpose), concentrating particularly on the output and 

purpose categories. 

In Phase I, the team shall also identify the available 

sources of data which will be used in the evaluation in 

order to assess such elements as: 

1. 	 Adequacy of inputs into OIC: 

2. 	 Outputs, both stated and unstated and relationship 

to OIC objectiver' 

3. ComparatIve assessment of OIC relative to other
 

vocational schools in such categories as costs per student,
 

subsequent employment, etc.; 

4. Consistency of training with industrial need and
 

job 	market;
 

5. 	 Relevance of OIC concept to Nigerian conditions; 

6. 	Methodologies for continuing evaluation; 

7. Other criteria which may be developed in course of
 

ovaluation design.
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The tuam shall prce;ent an evaluatio) plaie, orally and 

in writing to the concerned USAID/Nigeria staff and to the 

Cognizant/Technical staff of AFR/CWA and PPC/P14E*, A.I.D., 

WashingLon, D.C. 20523. Review and approval of this plan 

by AFR/CWA and PPC/PIIE shall be accomplished prior to the 

start of Phase II. 

C. 	 Phase Il - Evaluation of OIC 

The on-site evaluation conduicted according to the 

approval plan shall be perforincd by the same team which 

prepared the evaluation plan. The team shall summarize 

the principal findings prior to leaving Nigeria, in oral 

briefings with appropriate representatives of OIC, ITF 

and USAID/Nigeria, and, at their own descretion, may at 

that time provide a draft report to USAID/Nigeria. The 

final report shall be prepared in Washington. 

D. 	 Reports 

The Contractor shall submit ten copies- of the final 

report to the Cognizant/Technical Staff in AFR/CWA not
 

later than October 15, 1974. The final report shall cover
 

the items enumerated hereinabove in Items A, B and C.
 

In addition, one copy of. the final report shall be
 

submitted to the Contracting Officer, named in the Cover
 

Page; and two copies of the final report shall be submitted
 

to the A.1.D. Reference Center, Agency for International
 

Development, Washington, D.C. 20523. The title page of
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the copie; forwarded to the A.1.D. Refetence Center shall 

include the contract number, project numbei., and pioject 

title as set forth on the Cover Page of this Work Order. 

IV. Place of Wlork Orcder Perforance 

The performance of the Statement of Work shall be accomplished 

in Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, PA., and Lagos, Nigeria. 

V. A.I.D. Liaison Officials 

In A.I.D. Washington: AFR/CWA, J. Wilson 

In Lagos, Nigeria: USAID Mission Director 

These officials shall be contacted for technical liaison 

and guidance. 

VI. Term of Work Order Performance 

Effective Date: August 5, 1974 

Completion Date: October 31, 1974 

VII. EstimacIted Level of }ffort 

position 

Category 

Senior Evaluation 
Generalist 

Albert Brown 


Cleridal 


Consultants
 

Education 
Sr. Eval. Gen.)
 

Richard V. Bernhart 


Education
 

Eugene Beard 


Fixed Daily 
Rate Man-Days Total 

$306.44. 3 $ 91.9.32 

76.29 5 381.45 

170.45 37 6,306.65 

167.28 32 5,352.96 

Total Fixed Rate 77 $12,960.38 
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VIII. Work Ord.r Price 

Total Fixed Rate 


Total Other Direct Costs 


Work Order Total 


Total Other Direct Costs 

per diem, local travel, 

$12,960.38 

8,480.00 

$21,440.38 

shall indlude international travel, 

communications, report preparation, 

and 	 other miscellaneous expenses directly related to 

performance under this Work Order. 

IX. 	 Ceilinr Price 

The ceiling cost of this Work Order shall not exceed 

$21,440.38. 

X. 	 Additional Clauses
 

A. 	 Consulta n ts 

In accordance with Article VIII-C of the basic contract, 

consultant services are hereby authorized in connection 

with the services to be provided hereunder and compensation 

for such consultant services shall be as stated in 

Article VII hereunder.
 

B. 	 Access to Classified Information
 

Access to classified information is not necessary for
 

the performance of this work. Therefore, the Contractor
 

shall not have access to any classified information in
 

connection with this effort.
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APPENDIX 3 

INFORMATION OUTLINE FOR TRAINING 
FACILITIES IN NIEIUA 

1. 	 History 

(Brief half page narration: who, what, when, where, how) 

2. 	Philosophy - Rational for Programme
 

(Short 	 paragraph) 

3. 	Purpose
 

(Succinct statement of purpose derived from Philosophy.)
 

4. 	Objectives
 

Specific, detailed goals of the progrnrmme that should be susceptible 
to quantitative and/or qualitative measurement. 

a) Are 	 objectiv,; clearly !:tatod? 
b) Are objective,!: in bCi, ivIorrl (pirform;ncce) Lerwns? 
c) Are object.Ivy.; cAtegor1i,od i.,; shnrt, medjum, or long-range? 
d) Are objective p quatif!.;ble (mcasurnble)? 
e) Are objcctive2; c toamc.nibln qualit at-ive indicators?
 
f) Do objectives relate to National goals?
 

5. 	Description of Programme 

a) 	Target Population
 
Definition of target population.
 
Adequacy of target population to stated objectives.
 
Eligibility criteria.
 

b) 	Structure 
- Organization and Administration
 
Organization chart.
 

c) Staffing 
Personnel, qualifications, and experience. 
Position descript ions. (Brief) 
Adequacy of staff and faculty to achieve programme objectives. 
In-service training provisions. 

d) Facilities and Equipment 
Appropriate building, equipment, and facilities to achieve 

objectives. 
Optimum Usage 
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e) Training Design - Corricula
 

(1) Skill training areas. 
(2) Other supplemental courses: communications, job readiness, etc. 
(3) Adequacy of training programme: 

To achieve programmue objecLives. 
To respond to needs of target population. 
To permit quontitative measurement of outcomes. 
In accord with amount of funds available and/or 

requested, and in re staff capabilities. 

(4) 	Educational techniques used: 

Lectures, demonstration, shop, and work experience. 

f) Time Table
 

(1) 	Does programme contain a time schedule for specific events 
and activities to occur leading to accomplishment of
 
objectives?
 

(2) 	 Does time table appear feasible within limits of programme? 

g) Reports
 

(1) 	Internal:
 

Feedback mechanisms for trainees, staff and industry.
 
Records for trainees progress.
 
Between departments in re S/Ts.
 

(2) 	External:
 

Information dissemination as a means of informing the
 
profession and public/private sector about programme,
 
e.g. 	newspapers, radio, T.V., demonstrations, open homes, etc.
 

h) Linkages
 

(1) 	Coordination with other training programmes, industry, and
 
agencies.
 

(2) 	Does prograime cooperate with or use operational projects to
 
complement Its efforts?
 

(3) 	Does programme luplicatc others? 
(4) 	Use of other supplementary services for training or place

ment of trainees. 

i) Budget and Finance 

(1) 	Source of funds.
 
(2) 	Is budget adequate to meet programme objectives?
 
(3) 	Is budget adequate to supply properly qualified staff?
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(4) 	Reports
 
(5) 	If programme receives outside funds (e.g. I.T.F.) what are
 

possibilities of continuing programme if external help is
 
terminated?
 

(6> Dow? When?
 

6. Assessment of 	Components/Courses 

a) Programme Goals and Objectives 

(1) 	 Are there ;dcqiiateiy stated means for determining achieve
ment of lrogra:,u goals and objectives? 

(2) 	 Are go'!r, ;i , d o0j 'ctive" rol evant to national prioritles 
and needs? 

(3) 	 Local red for progrnm 
(4) 	How local nii ,c d ctd rmincd? 

b) Evaluatliug Student/Troinee (S/T) 

(1) 	 Training completion criteria. 

(a) 	 What are the short-term 
intrmc'diznte and 
long-t'ern object ives 

the 	S/T are expected to ac!hieve in terms of: 
Knowldio, 

Under,-.t :nd i rig 
Percept ion 
Ski 1 ? 

(b) 	 Are there c]early described procedures to be used to 
accomplish short term, intermediate, or long-tern 
objectives?
 

(c) 	 Will quantifiable and qualitative techniques be used 
to assess the attinmenl. of short-term objectives? 

(d) 	 Are these techinlquuez reliable? 

(2) 	 What is employment level trainees expected to attain: entry 
level, apprentice or journcym-un (i.e. productive remunerative 
employment)?
 

(3) What is the anticipated S/T work stability and work performance 
(job retention and on-the-job-performance)? 

(4) 	 What happens to S/Ts who drop out? 

(5) 	 What is drop out percentage? 

c) Replication (Exemplary Model Potential) 
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(1) 	 Can and should this programme be duplicated in other places? 

(2) 	 Are the programme outcomes generalizable? 
(3) 	 Does this programme hav the potential of becoming an exemplary 

model or parts of it? 

7. 	 Constraints and Assumptions 

It is assumed that the stated objectives of the programme will be
 

achieved IF:
 

*Required staff, facilities and other instruments of implementation
 

are accessible.
 

*Thcre is objective verification of outcomes.
 

*The 	 outcomes are generalizable, and 

*There is a logical connection between purpose, content and operation.
 

8. 	Conclusion
 

a) 	 Summary of Progranmie Strengths 
b) Sumnmry of Pro,ramme Uc'akncsses
 

c) Recommendations for screngthening programme and
 

d) Recorimendrition [or funding
 

9. 	 Stati stcal Addcnda 

a) Enro-l Iment by year,, and skills
 

b) Job-R ,ldiness Criteria by years and skills
 

c) Job Placements by years, skills and retention rates
 

d) Annual Costs
 

Totals and per enrollee
 

Capital and operating costs
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APPENDIX 4 

STUDENT/ TRA I NEE (SIT) FOLLOW-UP 

CHECK LIST FOR I.T.F. 

1. Student/Trainee impressions of training. 

2. Student/Trainee attitude towards his job.
 

3. Does Student/Trainee feel adequate to job needs? 

4. Extent training prepaued Stud,:it/Trainea for job. 

5. What d:Id training, fail to provide? 

6. Whnat might training includc to better prepare Student/Trainee for job? 

7. W14hat part of training flight Just as well have been left out? 

8. What aspects of training progra should be impr:vd? How? 

9. What additional training needs does Student/Traince foresee? 

10. 	 Does Student/Trainee eel tLhat tr~iiring ha, iado a change jn his life? 
What might he 1w doigii if he had nor taken trainiii,? 

11. 	 Did Student/Trainee ever work before entering program? 

12. 	 What was Student/Trainee doing before lie took the training? 

13. 	 Do Student/Trainees receive higher salary now than before they took the 
training? 
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APPENDIX 5 

EMPLOYER FOLLOW-UP 

CHECK LIST FOR I.T.F.
 

1. 	Employer impressions of student/trainees.
 

2. 	Employer readiness to accept more student/trainees.
 

3. 	Are student/trainees job ready?
 

4. 	Extent training prepared student/trainee for job.
 

5. 	 What did training fail to provide student/trainee? 

6. 	 What might training include to better prepare student/
 
trainees for job?
 

7. 	 What part of training might jost as yell have been excluded? 

8. 	 What aspects of training program shoutl1d be improved? flow? 

9. 	 What additional training requirements can be forecast for
 

student/trainees.
 

10. 	 Do you have S/Ts from other schools? 

11. 	 If so, how do they compare with this schools products? 

(IF possible, go through complete check-list on other S/T.) 
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APPENDIX 6 

CHECK - LIST FOR
 

BOARD M,,BERS 

OF 

VOCAT ONAL TRPAINNG INSTITUTIONS 

1. 	 History and rationale (if possible) of your affiliation 
with the subject school. 

2. 	 Why does a busy p, r.,on like yourself continue to devote 
valuable tjine to the school? 

3. 	 What do you consider as the special strengths of the 
school? 

4. 	 Wat do you consider as weaknesses of the school? 

5. 	 What would you suggost to mal-e the school more 
effective in its task of training workers for industry? 

6. 	 What- is the place of vocaLional training in the 
national scheme? 

7. 	 Have you employed anyone from this program? 
If yes - results (see Employers Chuck-List). 

8. 	 Have you urged others to employ from this program? 
Results?
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APPENDIX 7
 

SAMPLE COPY OF LETTER SENT TO SIX SCHOOLS
 

Our Ref: ITF 67/Vol.I/c
 

26th August, 1974
 

The Organizing Secretary
 
Young Women ChrLstian Association
 
8 Moloney Street
 
Lagos
 

Dear Madam
 

Evaluation of industrial TrainingInstitutions
 

The ITF is developing experience and capabilities in the Industrial 

vocational, and technical training areas and the logical next step for us 

is to cstabisl some training unyrm.; This wil enable institutions to begin 

to make useful comi';jr:e:e; . Further, it will enablc ITF to mahe sound 

profes i una] uval Utivu judgenit; when asked for financial/professional 
support by ind ividual i nsti tutions. 

This seems ne'psry in v.iew of the fact that each insti tution has been 
established to :oet spccific and in ,somecases special nude pertinent 
to the area in wh,ich it is lowced. Yet all have one corlimon set of 

objectives essentially to prepare men and w:omen for proluchtivv work. 

We are pleoaed to report t:hat through tho good offices of USAID, we will
 

have a group of consultants working with us from Septcmber 12 through
 
October 4, 1974. The team will consist of Mr. Richard Bcrnhart, Dr.
 

Eugene Beard, Mr. Heiman Green, all from the United State and some ITF
 

staff members.
 

The team will like to visit your school on 19th September, 1974.
 

May we have your agreement for the visit? Aszuming that you will welcome
 
this opportunity for better knowledge of ITF, we request that you detail a 

staff member of your institution to prepare materials In response to the 
attached outline. The information ill be collected by the team leader 
and regarded as strictly confidential by this Fund. 

Yours faithfully
 
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FUND
 

B. C MBONU 

for Secretary
 

Att. (ITF INFO SCHEDULE)
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INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FUTND 

DOCUMENTARY DETA ILS R1OT ii TMD 

1. 	 a brief history of the purpose and aim of the institution 

2. 	 a list of the names nnd addresses of the members of the Advisory/ 
Governing Councll as wel] l as the nameu and address of the Manoger/ 
Principal/lead of the institution 

3. 	details and proof of lInd possessed and site ownership 

4. 	conceraing the organization of your training programme, viz: 

(a) 	- prospectus, if any
 

(b) 	 - courses, duration and syllabuses being follow,,ed, scheme of worh 
for each course, diary of work covered, ass i1n:nets/projects 

(c) 	- number of classes, dis;tribution into cour.;es and classes. 

(d) -	 admission/entry requirements 

(e) - enrollment for past two years (where applicable) and projections 
for next thrce years 

(f) - end-of-course e:.amination and certific-tion or type of Job
readiness test 

(g) 	- most recent two annual reports 

5. 	teaching staff: names, qualifications, dosignation and experience
 

6. 	finance and funding:
 

(a) -	 fees charged, where applicable 

(b) -	grants-In-aid and sources
 

(c) 	- last financial statement
 

(d) 	- current budget
 

(e) 	- next year's budget
 

(f) -	reserve fund(s) for buildings, equipment, etc.
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7. training facilities:
 

(a) - workshop(s) 

(b) - class/lecture room(s) 

(c) - drawing room(s), where applicable 

(d) - sch.dule of workshop equipment 

(e) -	audio visual equipment
 

(f) --library
 

8. records:
 

(a) -	admi'sion register, total enrollment, annual intake and graduates
 

(b) -	attendance register
 

(c) -	 tra ining progress-assessment 

(d) -	 type of reports on trainees/studnts 

(e) -	 type and copy of end-of-course certificate 

9. (a) - percentage, for each course, of the graduates of your institution 
absorbed by Iuduttry/comi'nrce or, by other employers in your 
trade-group 

(b) 	 - list of such employers, within past one/two years, and the 
number of graduate per employer. 
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APPENDIX 8
 

LIST OF
 

DOCUMENTS AND RESOURCE MATERIALS
 

"OIC Evaluation Scope," USAID/L, (R. Poulin) June 14, 1974. 
"Scope of Work, OIC Evaluation" memo from C. D. Cowles, AID to A. L. 

Brown, ATAC, 6/26/74. 
"Prospectus for an Evaluation of OfC," ATAC, July 74. 

** "Work Order Eo. 12, Contract No. AiD/CM/otr C-73-198" (Evaluation 
,of O1C Nigeria), AID/. Aug 5, 1974. 

''Planing Vis it to Nigeria Ln 01C E'va.luation," memo R. V. Burkart to 
A. L. Brow..n, A'. 19, 197! and Revir;ion of Sept 10, 1974.
 

Project InsLr;nLU Au'" pL 197/
Lt.-
4** "nformat ul?o for 'i rlning ]acilities 

** "Student:/'.'rainpl ,ol Iow-U', (heck Lisvt for IT':' 
RR"E111p)OVo- Jntcrviow',. CG id,," 

ion I n Nigeria'' 

;t for board
'Cheel~te I ;ur of Vocational Training Institutions''
 
* "OTC is Out to .cunht Unu;riloVnyznt, DaDily Ti :a5,, Lagos, p. 7, Oct 1, 1974. 

* ''OlC/L ""board MXu: Sept 197!. 
* "OIC/L, Tch ,Stngf'' SeIpt 1974
 
* "OIC/L iadustrial Advisormy ,oi:ll' 
* "0 C/L Org;u:ninwt ion Chart" 
* "Estimat,.ed Envrollnnt, Jan '75 - Dec '78," Sept 1974. 
* "OIC 1974 CrO'hLo" S.p 1",1974.
 
*~ "Memo to IndusL; i.al.J n.t: mc3.
Training In i tut.ons'" NAPS Diawn OIC. 

Request for l)ncamuntary Details, ITF to YWCA, Yaba. 
"Request for linancial Support to Industrial Advis,.nory Council," OIC/L, 

Feb 1974. 
Propo:nal for 11' r, Calahar, Em ,iua', Bnin Ciity OI.C/, Oct 1972. 
"Semi-Annual Report, 7/l/73-12/31/73," OIC/, Technical Assistance 

Team, Jan 1974. 
"Quarter]y Progress Report, Oct-Dec 73," OIC/L, Apr 74. 
"Quarterly Progress Repoxt, Jan-Mar 74," OIC/L 4/17/74. 
"OIC/L Newsletter," 1972. 
"OIC/L Fund Appeal," 1972. 

* "OIC/L Local Cash l)i;bursements" OIC/1 & OLC/L, 7/1/73-6/30/74. 
* "Operating Budget 1974-1975 CY," OIC/L 7/74. 
* "Operating Budget ]975-1976 CY" 'IC/1 7/74.
* "Analysts of Cost per Trainee," OlC/i Nigeria, 7/1/73 to 6/30/74, July 74.
 
* "Job Placvments/Attachments in Lagos," O1C/L, Sept 1974. 

Other Appendices
 

Appendices for OIC Supplements
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Training Prospectus, OIC/L, May 1974
 
* 	 Auto Mechanics Sv]abus, OIC/L, Apr 1974 

Electronics SYilbus, OIC/L, Jun 1974 
Cooks and Baker S.abu,, OIC/L, Apr 1974 
Air CI. Refri.:.eoratio-.,. Svlabus, OIC/L, July 1974 

SSecretarial 	 Science svlus, OIC/L, Nay 1974
 
Co.__n.-el_ i:l. i :U : 1. , OJC/,' , June ].974
 

Feeder Trainin- Curricu.lm and (uiide, OIC/L, 1974
 
Certificate of Complotion, OIC/L,
 
"Progress Paradc," OIC/US, Newisletter, Summer 1974
 
PROP, Reviscd, USAID/],agos, Nov 21, 1972
 
PROP, G]C/L Draft, NIarch 1974
 

_ -	 'l , FebApalu:1 tl i an.vi.: m.o l- OIC/L , 1974
 
All) Audlt, _O (:_/1,,_ AlD Area Auditor General, Africa
 
"USAID/L Audit. ACLion Response," Nov 16, 1973
 

* 	 "Job Plac:ewo nts of O1C Lrijo,;s Trainees," Jan-Aug, 1974 

PAR, d/Ii,;iJul 1970-.,eril 1972, July 17, 1972 
Trade 'rest Ni ,n , VLdoral. Min. of Labor, Nigeria, 22 April 1961. 
1101C in .alhiwg i, 1.974 
Assessmcnt of 01's internatj onal Program, Community Science, Inc. 

Phi].a dc'lpiia. 
Securial Evl.,ationl of OTC's Int:ornational Program, Community Science, 

Inc. Phil ,deI.phlia
 
Pros ctu;, Covernii,,nt Trade Centres, Western State, 1971-72
 

.. .- TridProspectus Y Cent,'e, Yaba-l-agos, 1973-74 

Nig er.._ Army Res, t- ,nnt_?eheia , NARS (1972?)
 
''After the 1'ar WIht Nuxt? , NAGS, (1973?)
 
"NARS TITF Questionnai.r:e," Sept 17, 1974
 
"Report on Nigerian Army Resettlement Schcme," D. 1.'Kruger, July 1972
 
Various papers: Specific Course Objectives, Client Flow Chart, etc.
 

NAIlS, 1974. 

Prospectus & Svlabus, Nigeria Drivers and Maintenance School, 1966 
"Driver & Naintenance School ITF Questionnaire," Sept .8, 1974 
"Course Outlines," "Lesson Plans," "Instructor Guides," "Drivers and 

Maintenance School, 1973-74 

"YWCA Secretarial College," Lagos, Sept 1974 

Training Policy, ITF, February 1973
 
Reimbursement and Grants Scheme, ITF, Lagos, July 1973
 
Various application and information forms, ITF
 

** 	 ITF Board of Directors 
Story of N, r.., 3d Ed., Michael Crowder, Faber & Faber, London, 1973 
Nigeria, Area Studies Handbook, 1972 

Reviewed, not collected.
 

Appendices for OIC/L Supplement
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APPENDIX 9 

LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED
 

Industrial Training Fund 

A. Faslx)ba, Acting Secretary, Head Accountant 
S. D. Solarin, Principal Training Officer 
F. R. OshodLi, Senior Training Officer 
E. J. Ekong, Scnior Program Officer 
B. C. Mbonu, TI'raining Officer (Assistant to Secretary) 
F. Chuk.nfe, Program Officcr 
E. I. Akiiiyele, Program Officer
G. A. Sanacri,Almin. Of' :c r 

K. 0. Kalu, 'rahi u Officer 
P. Aruwin, Training Aide 
W. Chapman, Training Advisor to l.T.F., I.T.S., London 

OIC Lagos
 

Alhaji M. 0. Oseni, Chairman of Board 
Dr. F. Salawu, Mmcrber of Board and Founder of OIC/L 
E. 0. Martins, Member of Board 

I. A. Adelabu, Assistant Secretary of Board
 
Otunbo Oguriwo , Member of Board
 

S. A. Gbadebo, Programme Director 
G. A. Oye tunji, Tr; ii i ng M:-anager 
W. A. Ojo, Head Vocational Instructor 
D. A. Okp.aize, Counsellor 
A. Shobo, Job Developer 
N. A. Akama, Electronics Instructor
 
A. 0. Adekolu, Air Conditioner and Refrigeration Instructor 
Mrs. F. A. Oke, Hotel Catering Instructor 
Mrs. D. L. Mohammed, Communications Sk:il].S Instructor 
Mrs. G. T. Ogunnhola, Secretary Scicnce Instructor 
Ms. 0. Esien, Short-Namc Ins."tructor 
Alonzo Jennings, Chief Advisor 
Richard Howard, hlead Vocationlil Advisor 
James Jackson, Administration and Finance Advisor 
Ms. Kandi. Vethers, Curriculum Devel. & Feeder Advisor 
James Wethers, Counselling Advisor 
Robert Mebane, Job Development Advisor 

OICT/Philadelphia 

Val.foulaye Diallo, International Director OIC/I
 
Baboukar Diallo, Assistant Administrator OIC/I
 
John Carstarphen, Program Officer OIC/I
 
Don Green, Controller OIC/I
 
Charles Taylor, Training Director OIC/I
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OICI/Philadelphia
 

Pearl Jackson, Training Supervisor OIC/Phil.
 
Alonzo Jackson, Manager, Progress Plaza, Phil.
 

YWCA* 

Ms. Adejare, Executive Director
 
Ms. Yaiyesima, Program Director
 
Ms. Balawa, Assistant Program Director
 
Lady Bank Anthony, Principal
 

NARS*
 

Lt. Col. Daramola, Dep. Commandant
 
Obadiah Craig, Chicf Advisor (acting Ch. Counsellor & Training Officer)
 
G. Fenwick, Advisor, Brit. Overseas Development Administration. 

(acting Workshop Ma!,ag<,r) 
Egon Chrornetkza, Advisor, German YWCA (acting Ch. Workshop Supervisor) 

Nigeria )rivers & MH]t Ptenance SchooI* 

Tom Bryait, Advisor (acting Director) 

Yaba Trade Centro 

Clem I. Eli, Principal 

Ijebu-Ode Trode Ccntre* 

Olu. Allen-Taylor, Principal 
T.O. Oduftna, Acting Vice-Principal 

Private Business 

S. R. Osime, Personnel Manager Mandilas 
G. W. Wa)lace, CPA & entupreneur 
F. Grahame, Manager, Ford Distributor 
S. Schmidtke, Catering Manager, Airport Hotel
 
(others from Mobil, Shu]ll, N.E. CO, etc.)
 

Employer and OIC/I Student /Trainees 
Interviewed 

Muritaln Lawal, C.F.A.O. (O.I.C./I,.,S/T)
 
Lucky Okonofua, C.F.A.O. (OIC/., SiT)
 
Michael Mawusl, C.F.A.O. (OC/L, S/T)
 
Michael Kubeyinje, le'rs. Off. , I'analpina
 
B.O.A. Olowiu, Pur;. Manager, U.A.C. (Technical)Iddo 
J.E. Mbama.i, Catering Manger, Nigerla Airways
 
Samuel Emola, W.A.E.C. (OIC/L, S/T)
 
S. B. Ayoola, W.A.E.C. (OIC/L, S/T) 

*Other faculty and staff interviewed while touring school.
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E. Babaloba, Skyline Hotel (OIC/L, SIT)
 
Mrs. Iloputaife, Catering Manager, DeFacto
 
Miss Eunice Alcanhi, DeFacto (OIC/L, S/T)
 
K. Ogebade, Cocoa Ind.
 
Miss Dupe Otuhaga, Cocoa Ind. (OiC/L, SIT)
 
Mr. .Iodilin, Aw; : Lint MqinLu:ancc Engr., Wayne
 
Hakeem Kosuko , Wayno El.ctric, (OIC/,, S/T)
 
B. Ogunhadc, Wayn, licctric, (DIC/L., S/T) 
i. 0. Oduleyu, Mt6cii. Supecrviser, L.C.T.S. 
M. Tajudeen, L.C.T.S. (0]C/]L, q/T) 
A. 0. Olopin, 'Tch. Clerk, S..L.n.A. (OIC/L, S/T)
 
Mr. Madubukuo, MAi n!.i:;nce Enyncin','r, S.C.O.A. (OIC/L, S/T)
 
J. 0. Elijah, L:.chtiv, Off., D 'acto
 
Mogn Sava;e, ]X. T'acro (01C/L, SIT)
 
(plus A. I.L., Vono, Sanco & Federal Palace, Levintis, Welde, Muritala)
 

USAID/Nijv i -

Wm. Ford, 1).irector
 
Steven Christmus, ])eputy D)irector
 
Donald Park{,r, Propram Officer
 
Roger Pou i n, Econo:i.st and Program Manager
 
Thomas Tylc:r, P'rogrnm Mnager 
Daniel Aphatr", Prugi i Annlyt
 
Arthur SAitth, Control.er
 
James Kirk, ]>; ucat ion Advi scr
 

AID/Wash!nK2m
 

John D. W.ilison, APR/CWA
 
Robert Chlamberlain, AFR/CWA
 
Calvin Cowlev, PPC/Eval.
 
Princeton Lyman, AFR/TA
 
Phil Hlaney, AFR/CWA
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APPENDIX 10
 

OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER
 

Name of School 

Opportunities Industrialization Centre (OIC)
 

5, Ikorodu Road
 
Morry].and, Ikeja
 
Lagos, Nigeria
 

Date Visited 

Friday, 20th Sept 1974 

Industrial Tra ini g Fund Team 

Bernhart, R.) USAID/AID/OICI ConsultantsBeard, L 

Mrs. R. Wallace )
Mrs . I'- 1,.,.,o b i ) 

Kolade, 0. ) ITF Training Officers
 

Awonogun, 0. )
 
Obianv.tin, J. )
 
Agbazue, J.U. ) 
Loto, 0. 

Names of Profile Interviewed 

Jennings, A. - Programme Adviser
 

Oyetunji , G. - Training Manager 
Howard, 11. - Airconditloning specialist 
Jackson- J. - Administrative/financial officer 
Wethers, J. - Counsell ing spec itiist 
Mrs. K. Wethers - CurrLciilum spcialist 
Okpatze, 1). - Counsel 1or 
Shobo, A. - Job deve loper 
Mebane, R. - Job devel opment specialist 
Eslen, 0. - Shorthand specialist 
Mrs. G. Ogunsole - Secretarial Science specialist 

Eva luator 

0. 0. Kolade
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1. 	HISTORY
 

The OIC (Lagos) was founded in May 1970 as a voluntary organization
 

committed to providing skill training and job placement for unemployed 

Nigerian youths. 

It is an offshoot of OIC International founded by Dr. L. l. Sullivan
 

in Philadelphia, Pa., USA.
 

2. PHILOSOPHY 

OIC believes (1) that every man and womann should be given a chance 

to help himself, and (2) that the community must be totally Involved in the 

preparation for economic security and citizenship responsibility. 

3. PURPOSE 

The purpose of OIC (Lagos) is to tirain and retrain freely, thousands 

of Nigerian youths whose talents and skills are unexplored. 

4. OBJECTIVES
 

a. Are objectives clearly stated?
 

The objectives are clearly stated. These objectives include:
 

(1) Meeting the needs of those who have completed school 

but cannot advance in job position because of bad school background, work
 

attitude, financial hardships and/or unriarketable skills. 

(2) To develop a relationship with the industrial community 

so that they can provide the OC (Lagos) trainees with job opportunities, and 

(3) To develop new business and industries through total training
 

program.
 

b. Are objectives in behavioral terms?
 

Objectives are in behavioral terms since OIC graduates are skilled
 

in various vocations such as: 
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(1) The operation, maintenance, wiring and assembly of
 

simple and complicated electronic equipments;
 

(2) Servicing, installation and repair of all types of air
 

conditioning and refrigeration systems, and
 

(3) Organizing banquets, running canteens, hotels, and
 

restaurants.
 

c. Are objectives categorized as short, medium or long-range?
 

The objectives are not explicLtly categorized but it can be inferred
 

that OIC (Lagos) has short, medium and long-range objectives. 

Short term objectives -- the pro,,ision of vocational training ani 

the subsequent issuing of OIC testimonial (App A). 

Medium - securing employment for the trainees. 

Long range - follow-up of trainees. 

d. Are objectives quantifiable? 

The objectives are quantifiable. The overall objectives can be 

measured by the on-the-job performances of the trainees which OTC 

receives regularly through external feedback reports. Some departmental
 

objectives can also be measured. For example, a trainee in the secre

tarial studies department will not be credited with a pass unless he/she 

is able to type 50 words per minute among other requirements. 

e. Are objectives amenable to qualitative indicators? 

Yes. The objectives are amenable to qualitative indicators. 

f. Do objectives relate to national goals?
 

Objectives relate to national goals since the provision of skilled
 

manpower at all levels is one of the national priorities.
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5. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMME
 

a. Target population. The target population are the unemployed 

people withiA the Lagos environ who are between the ages of 15 and 55. Pro

spective traLnee must have had a nimimum of primary school education. This 

target population is adequate for the stated objectives since majority of
 

unemployed people fall within this range. 

b. Structure - Organiiation and administration. The structural 

charts of the organization are attached as appendices B and C. Appendix 

B shows the structure of OIC (Lagos) while Appendix C shows the structure 

of OIC (Lagos) in relation to OIC (International). 

c. Staffing. Appendix D contains the chart for the teaching staff 

only. Other members of staff in the adminitLratjve, finance and job 

development department are excludUd. AiLhough the chart shows the quali

fications and experience of each teacher, it fails to show the appropriate 

position descriptions. 

At present OIC is short of qualified staff because of lack of 

funds. If, however, the vacant positions are filled there will be 

adequate staff to achieve program objectives. These positions include
 

two finance/administration officers, two entreperennial management advisors 

and two management and training supervisors. 

Although Mr. Jackson, the finance/administration officer, expressed 

difficulty in getting qualified local counterparts, it can easily be 

noticed that the problem is not with the actual. recruitment but with the 

funding. 

There is in-service training for members of staff and this will 

continue as long as the advisory team from OIC (International.) is around.
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d. Facilities and Equipment. The buildings are inadequate. The
 

equipments are meager and limited. But what is available seems very well
 

used.
 

e. Training Design - Curricula.
 

(1) Skill training areas. Skill areas are explicitly desiguied 

to provide opportunity for individualized program through curricula. 

(2) Other Supplemental Courses. Other supplementary courses 

are taught in the Feeder Component. These courses include communication 

skills, consumer education and job finding techniques. 

(3) Adequacy of training programme. Students/trainees are 

moved to jobs after training which lasts between 12 to 18 months. The 

needs of the target population are met and outcomes can be measured 

quantitatively. The training programme is being pursued with available 

staff and facilities.
 

(4) Educational techniques used. OTC uses virtually all 

traditional techniques of education-lecture, demonstration, practical 

attachment and shop work using individualized instruction method.
 

f. Time Table. The OIC is operating on an input, output time
 

table which is planned through 1978 (see App. H, I, J). The time table
 

is flexible in extent but orderly designed leading to accomplishment of
 

objectives.
 

The time table is feasible as demonstrated by over 800 graudates.
 

g. Reports. OIC has a central records unit responsible for the
 

analysis and reporting of all data. In addition all instructors submit
 

monthly reports to the Training Manager and the Program Advisor for analysis
 

and action. These reports include among others, daily attendance, trainee
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progress and job placement. Information dissemination is not thorough 

because of lack of funds. In fact, the OIC relies solely on the goodwill 

of their graduates and employers for publicity. 

h. Linkages. OIC has no linkage with any other training program 

in the country but it does coordinate and work closely with industry 

through its Board of Directors and the Industrial Advisory Conmiit.ee,
 

the Technical Advisory Council (see App K & L for the memers of the 

Industrial Advisory Comittee), nnd the Job Development Drpartment. 

The programme uses operational projects to suppport its efforts. 

For example, the Hotel Catering Derpariment provides lunch for the 

trainees (ard trainers) daily at nominal charges. 

To some extent the programme is. unique in the sense that it is the 

only training center In the country offering vocational training free of 

charge to those who are unemployed because they are unskilled. 

i. Budget and Finance. OIC (Lagos) is being financed almost solely 

ty OIC (International). The budget is barely adequate to meet the need 

of the programme and very inadequate for equipments and facilities. The budget 

is being well used for staff i eeds. 

Funding from OIC (International) stops at the end of June 1976.
 

Even if this happens the future is not all that bleak. The OIC has been 

given six acres of land for building purposes and the Industrial Advisory 

Council has pledged an annual contribution of $25,000 for its development. 

The Ikeja Round Table, a group of British industrialists,, has now 

pledged $2,000 annually to be used for equipment purchases. The 

Industrial Training fund is also interested in the programme (see
 

App. M, N. & 0).
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ASSESSMENT OF COURSES
 

COUNSELLING DEPARTME]NT 

PHILOSOPHY
 

Counselling is perceived as a means o. assisting a trainee and 

implementing strategies for solving problems which affect training 

goals and objectives. In addition, counselling is involved in the 

methods and tCchniquCs of cnlW1ncing the quality and quantity of 

individual performances as well as avoiding pitfalls. 

PURPOSE
 

The main purpose of counselling is to assist trainees in the 

formulation and utilization of their skills for the realization of 

their training goals and objectives. In addition, counnelling pro

motes and encourages the development of such attitudes whici are 

compatible with improved quality of living and the optimal exploratlon 

and release of their potentials.
 

OBJECTIVES
 

The objectives of the Counselling Department are:
 

(a) to guide trainees into vocational areas congruent with
 

both their aptituce; and interests; 

(b) to diagnose and remedlate subskill areas in need of 

improvement.
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(c) to identify and solve personal, economic and social
 

problems of trainees, and 

(d) to provide trainees with leadership experiences during 

problem solving group sossions. 

Are objectives clearly stated? 

The objectives are clearly stated and are contained In a paper -

the review and updating of the OCIC/AII) noncapit] projects -- dated 

March 1974. 

The objectives are in behavioral terms and are categorized as 

short, medium and long-range -- see the above pnpur. 

Are objective; q(marwtfi:vbu? 

Yes. Frcq.rncy disLri bution techntques are currently being 

used by the CQunelli';; ,vepwrt:,nt to a:=es, the :trfnt to which 

they are ehbleving or ;re not achieving their objectives which relate 

to national goal. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGAMPME 

a. Target Population. Counna1.ing directs it attention to any 

trainee who;e progress can be facilitated by the counrvlling procenn. 

One criterion for determining whet her a person should be given 

counselling In the ldentfflcvtlon of prohbI.ms during the initial 

ontry/orlutiation period and the perreived neriotmne;n of sut 

problems. 

b. Structure - OrganlzntIon and Admin istration. At present 

there are only two ,wemberr; of ntaff In thin depairtment -- the Counnel1ing 

Specinalt ond the CnId.nce Corinaeollor. TIuy perform en.t ie. ally thi 

same functton. rh,, two counuvllorn ar' ad eqii t, ly qualiifrd. Thty 
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have had extensive experiences with disadvatanged populations.
 

FuncLions of the Counsellors include:
 

1.' Compilation and updating of all program training statistics
 

except job development, and
 

2. Individual and group counselling in matters relating
 

to traince progress and problem areas.
 

The staff is too small to accomplish the counselling objectives.
 

At the time this evauation was conducted, each counsellor has a
 

case load of 90. It is very unlikely that one single counsellor will
 

counsel effectively 90 trainees. At least, four additional counsellors
 

are needed.
 

c. Facilities and equipment. The Counselling Department does
 

not have the minimum facilities and equipments to achieve its
 

objectives. They are in need of such basic equipments as tape recorder,
 

slide projector, space for file cabinets and space for individual
 

counselling.
 

d. Counselling Design. The counselling component is designed 

to maintain daily contact witi instructors and trainees. Disposi

tion counselling sessions are held on each trainee after he has 

completed his feeder course. These sessions are between the counsellor, 

trainee, and anticipated vocational Instructor. Student forms and 

test results are used in the conftruction of Individualized programme. 

The training areas in which trainees receive counselling are: 

recruitment and selection, Intake/registratlon, feeder, vooational
 

training, job development, placement. and followup. (Sea Appendix E).
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a. Adequacy of the Counselling Programme. Programme objectives
 

are only partially achieved because the present staff is too small
 

and the facilities and euqipments are insufficient. The result is
 

that the needs of the target population are being met only with the
 

constraints and limitations of the programme.
 

Programme outputs can be measured quantatively. Various teaching/
 

training methods are being used with emphasis on practice as opposed
 

to theory.
 

f. Time Table. A precise but flesible schedule exists for each
 

component from the time a student enters orientation to the comple

tion of his training.
 

g. Reports. An effective feedback system provides the counselling
 

component with information on a continuous basis. Daily attendance
 

forms, follow-up of graduates, periodic revieu of student progress
 

and the results of standardized test provide the required feedback
 

information.
 

The alumni association is used by the counselliuTg component for
 

information required for programme modification.
 

h. Linkage. The counselling component is attempting to establish 

contact with the general hospital so that trainees may be given a 

physical examination before entering the OIC programme. A relation

ship with the child and guidance clinic also exists. Trainees with 

problems whose severity surpasses the expertise of the counsellors 

are referred to this clinic. 
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i. Budget and Finance. The funds for the counselling coaponent
 

are the same as funds for the total programme - USAID, OIC (Interna

tional) and local contributions. The budget is not adequate and the
 

amount of money presently allocated to the component needs to be
 

increased to attract properly qualified personnel.
 

ASSESSMENT OF COMPONENTS
 

a. Programme goals and objectives. There are stated means
 

of determining achievement of programme goals; but as of now
 

considerable improvement and work including clearly written procedures
 

are urgently needed. This will be valuable not only to the present
 

counsellors but to subsequent counsellors.
 

The short-term objectives of the Counselling Department are:
 

(1) to determine why candidates come to OIC;
 

(2) to assess eht relevant background experiences of the
 

candidates, and
 

(3) to find out if candidate is currently in school and if
 

so, why he does not want to continue.
 

The intermediate objectives are:
 

(1) to get information on why the candidate feels he will
 

succeed in the vocational area he has chosen;
 

(2) to evaluate the trainee in terms of past achievements
 

relevant to chosen vocational areas, and
 

(3) to establish grounds for decision making based on
 

agreement between trainee, counsellor and trainer.
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The long-term objective is to provide the trainee with skills
 

which will ensure effective problem solving.
 

There are clearly described procedures for accomplishing the above
 

objectives. The Counselling Component has a number of forms on which
 

data are collected. Individual and group counselling as well as some
 

testing are also used. The reliability/credibility of these techniques
 

cannot easily be assessed even though the counselling specialist main

tains that they are reliable.
 

CONCLUSION
 

a. Summary of programme strengths. The major strenghs of the
 

counselling component are:
 

(1) the sensitivity and availability of counsellors and the
 

trust trainees have in them, and
 

(2) the two counsellors have professional qualifications.
 

b. Summary of programme weakness. The most obvious and serious
 

weakness of the programme is insufficient physical facilities, equip

ments and personnel.
 

c. Recommendation for strengthening the programme. Many of the
 

responsibilities of the counselling component could be handled by
 

administrative assistants such as the receptionist and the secretary.
 

For example, administrative assistants could handle daily record
 

keeping which is being presently handled by the counsellors. The
 

counsellors should concentrate only on group and individual counselling
 

and diagnosis.
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d. Funding recommendations. The evaluators recommend that
 

the counselling component be funded by the Industrial Training Fund.
 

For a successful operation of OIC programme, the counselling component
 

is indispensable. Otherwise, solvable problems could weigh down on the
 

trainee performance and OIC output in general.
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FEEDER COMPONENT
 

The history, philosophy and purpose of the Feeder Compoent
 

are as stated for the entire programme.
 

OBJECTIVES
 

The main objective of the Feeder Component is to provide basic
 

educational techniques necessary for the various skill.
 

The objective is quantifiable and it is not stated in behavioral
 

terms.
 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMME
 

a. Criteria for eligibility varies from a minimum of primary
 

six to the government Class IV. Because most trainees initially don't
 

know anything about the courses chosen, the stated objective is adequate
 

for the target population.
 

b. Structure. There are four instructors in the Feeder Component
 

and the organization chart is shown overleaf.
 

c. Staffing. The members of staff in this Component are well 

qualified. They are engaged in periodic in-service training. The staff 

Is adequate to achieve programme objectives. 

d. Facilities and Equipment. The failities and equipments 

In this department are Inadequate. There are not enough classrooms.
 

However, the available facilities are being best utilized.
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e. Curricula. The Feeder Component provides training in
 

communication skills, computicaskills, personal development, consumer
 

education, attitudinal training and job finding techniques.
 

The training programme in this department is adequate to achieve
 

programme objectives, responds to the needs of the target population, and
 

permits quantitative measurement of outcomes.
 

f. Time Table. There is a feasible programme schedule for the
 

accomplishment of objectives. Trainees spend between three and five
 

months in the Feeder Department depending on the ability of the individual
 

trainee.
 

g. Reports. Relevant information about a trainee is obtained
 

from the Counseling Department and regular monthly tests serve as
 

feedback on trainee progress.
 

Information dissemination is as for the entire programme
 

h. Linkages. There is interdepartmental cooperation
 

between the Feeder Department and the Counselling Component on one
 

hand and between the Feeder department and the Vocational department on
 

the other.
 

i. Finance. The source of funds for the Feeder department is as for
 

the entire programme.
 

The Feeder Component budget is inadequate to meet its programme
 

objectives and supply qualified staff.
 

ASSESSMENT
 

a. There are adequately stated means for determining achievement
 

of programme objectives and there are clearly described procedures to
 

be used to accomplish the same.
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b. The trainee is expected to be knowledgeable, at the end of his
 

stay in the Feeder department, in the basic education necessary for his
 

chosen vocation.
 

c. The Feeder Programme can be duplicated in other places and the
 

programme is strongly recommended to other vocational institutions in
 

the country.
 

CONCLUSION
 

a. The major strength of the Feeder Component is its provision
 

of basic educational techniques necessary for the various skills at
 

individualized rate.
 

b. The major weakness of the programme is inadequate buildings and
 

equipments.
 

c. The problems of the Feeder Component cannot be solved in
 

isolation of other components since these problems have their roots in the
 

financial position of the entire programme. When enough money is pumped
 

into the center, the Feeder Component will then be strengthened.
 

d. It is recommended that the Industrial Training Fund in
 

particular and the public in general should come to the aid of the
 

center in view of the center's noble roles and objectives in the
 

society.
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SECRETARIAL STUDIES
 

Philosophy and Purpose -- as for the overall programme.
 

OBJECTIVES
 

The objectives of the Secretarial Science Department are as
 

stated in the programme objectives as they affect secretarial studies.
 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMME
 

a. Target population. The target population and eligibility
 

criteria are as for the general programme. In addition, the Secretarial
 

Science Department requires each trainee to have a miniroum qualification of
 

government Class IV. However, the trainee may or may not have any know

ledge of typing and/or shorthand.
 

b. Organization chart. The organization chart of the! Secretarial
 

Science Department is shown overleaf. The department is under the control
 

of the supervisor.
 

c. Staffing. At present, there are only two instructors and one will
 

be phasing out in June 1976 and will be replaced. The two instructors
 

contended that their work load is too much since they have to deal with
 

the trainees at individual level. More instructors are needed although
 

the limiting factor is always there -- and this is fund.
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The members of the staff of this department are qualified and
 

experienced instructors in the skills involved.
 

ORGANIZATION CHART
 

Training Supervisor
 

[Secretarial
 
Science
 

Mr. Esien' rs. Ogunsole 
Shorthand Typing 
Instructor] n I 

The staff-student ratio in a class if 1 to 13 though the number
 

of students and staff can be increased if there are available spaced.
 

There is in-service training for the instructors in this department.
 

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENTS 

Accommodation seems to be the main problem of this department. 

There are not enough classrooms to achieve their stated objectives.
 

TRAINING DESIGN
 

The skill areas cover typewriting and shorthand. They are also
 

taught office routine and secretarial practice.
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Supplementary courses are provided in the Feeder Department.
 

The training programme is adequate and responds to the need of the
 

target population. The programme outcomes permit quantitative measurement.
 

The programme is in accord with the amount of fund and staff available for
 

the department.
 

Techniques used for instruction include lectures, demonstrations and
 

discussions. Assignments given to students are later discussed and this
 

serves as a feedback to the department.
 

TIMETABLE
 

The programme contains a practicable and flexible time-schedule
 

for the accomplishment of the objectives.
 

REPORTS
 

Assignments and tests are given to the trainees from time to
 

time. Records of performance throughout the course are kept and the
 

counsellors informed of cases where trainees' progress is deteriorating.
 

Information diseemination is oral and done mostly by the trainees
 

and the instructors. Even then the public is well reached and there is an
 

unending waiting list.
 

LINKAGE
 

There is no linkage with other training bodies but the department
 

is well linked with other deparments such as the Counselling Component
 

and the Job Development section.
 

This type of programme is available in many technical colleges
 

but the students in such colleges pay fees.
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BUDGET AND FINANCE
 

The sources of funds are as for the general programme. In addition,
 

some companies donate equipments to the Secretarial Science Department.
 

The budget is just sufficient to sustain the programme and more money
 

is needed to employ qualified staff and buy equipments.
 

ASSESSMENT
 

a. The objectives are clearly stated and are relevant to national
 

needs. The trainees are expected to be skilled in typewriting and
 

shorthand, and have a knowledge of office management.
 

b. There are clearly described procedures to be used to accomplish
 

the objectives. The trainees a:e expected to be employed as stenographers.
 

The program outcomes are generalizable and the programme should be duplicated
 

in other places.
 

CONCLUSION
 

Programme strengths. The programme strengths aref
 

(1) The programme is totally free individualized and innovative;
 

(2) It develops within the trainee the whole-man concept of self

reliance; and
 

(3) Entry into the Secretarial Department is continuous and each
 

student progresses at his/her own rate.
 

Programme weaknesses lie in the fact that the programme is
 

restricted and cannot be expanded because of lack of funds.
 

Recommendations for strengthening. The programme will be strengthened
 

when there is sufficient funding.
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Recommendations for funding.
 

(1) The Center can become a fee-paying vocational school.
 

(2) It can seek support from the Federal or State Government
 

or from agencies like the Industrial Training Fund.
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JOB DEVELOPMENT
 

The history and philosophy of the Job Development component are as 

for the entire programme. 

OBJECTIVES
 

The objectives of the Job Developmeat ccmponent are:
 

(1) To serve as a liaison between the OIC and the Industries,
 

(2) To find job for OIC graduates, and
 

(3) To conduct a follow-up of the on-the-job performance of the
 

trainee.
 

These objectives are clearly stated and can be measured. Objectives
 

are not in behavioral terms buL they relate to national goals.
 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMME 

Staffing: Thcre are only two job developers in this component 

and they appear qualified for the job. They are changed with the respon

sibility of achieving the objectivei of the Job Development component. 

The staff is, however, Inadequate insabout 100 trainees graduate every 

session from the centre (see Appendix E). 
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FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
 

There are not enough facilities. In fact there are no facilities
 

at all, not even basic communication facilities like the telephone nor
 

a vehicle for transport. The evaluators must stress here the problems
 

and difficulties involved in contacting firms and industries at Apapa,
 

Ilupeju and Ikeja from OIC wIthout having any means of transport.
 

CURRICULA
 

The programme responds to the needs of the target population and
 

permits quantitative measurement of outcomes.
 

TIMETABLE 

The programme contains a time schedule for specific events and 

activities to occur leading to accomplishment of objectives. This 

schedule appears feasible within the limits of the programme (dee 

Appendix P). 

Seaports. The Job Development component receive periodic reports 

from employers. These reporta serve as feedback for trainees. The job 

developers thmselvv.i visit each trainee five times in a year-at the 

end of his first two weeks, at the end of lif first one month, at the 

end of his flrtit two months, at thte end of his first six months, and 

at the end of his firtst one year. The aim of the visits is to assess 

the progreun of the trainee during the first one-year of his working 

experience. 



LINKAGES 

There is coordination with industries and firms and the programme 

does not duplicate others (see Appendixes Q and R). 

BUDGET AND FINANCE
 

The source of funds is as for the entire programme and the budget
 

for the Job development component is grossly inadequate to meet pro

gramme objectives and the evaluators are of the opinion that this com

ponent is the worst hit by the financial position of the OIC.
 

ASSESSMENT OF COMPONENTS
 

a. There are adequately stated means for determining achievement
 

of programme goals and objectives.
 

b. There are clearly described procedures to be used to accomplish
 

objectives. Quantifiable and qualitative techniques which are reliable
 

and can be used to assess the attainment of objectives.
 

c. This programme should be duplicated in other places.
 

CONCLUSION
 

a. The programme strengths are:
 

1. The job development component serves as a middle man be

tween the OIC and the industries,
 

2. The component is responsible for the placement of OIC
 

graduates, and
 

3. The component conducts a followup of on-the-.job progress of
 

the trainees.
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b. Programme weakness includes:
 

1. 'Inadequate building. facilities and equipments,
 

2. Inadequate staff, and
 

3. Complete lack of communication and transport facilities
 

which are indispensible in job placement.
 

c. Most of the problems of this component arose out of the finan

cial situation in the centre so that it is inadvisable to make a singu

lar recommendation in respect of the job development component alone.
 

However, some money could be spared from the central treasury of the OIC
 

to solve those immediate and most pressing problems of this department.
 

d. It is recommended that the federal government through Industrial
 

Training Fund should come to the aid of the programme.
 

ASSESSMENT-GENERAL
 

a. Programme goals and objectives
 

There are adequately stated means for determing achievement
 

of programme goals and objectives. ,These objectives as stated in Section
 

4 are relevant to rational priorities and goals.
 

There is a local need for this programme especially when one
 

considers the unemployment rate among the unskilled youth in the country
 

and in Lagos in particular.
 

b. Evaluating Student Trainee
 

The objectives the trainees are expected to achieve in te,.ms
 

of knowledge and skill are stated in Section 4. There are clearly des

cribed procedures to be used to accomplish these objectives (see Appen

dix E). Quantifiable and qualitative techniques can be vaed to assess
 

the attainment of these objectives.
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c. 	Replication
 

Considering the physical, financial and administrative problems
 

involved in the present programme, and in view of the fact that increase
 

in job opportunities does not match increase in job seekers in this
 

country (and perhaps anywhere in the world) uncontrolled duplication of
 

this programme in other places might create more problems that it in

tends to solve. In particular there will be mass unemployment of skilled
 

youths.
 

The programme outcomes are generalizable and this particular pro

gramme has the potential of becoming an exemplary model.
 

CONCLUSION
 

a. 	Summary Programme Strengths
 

The major strengths of the programme are
 

1. It develops within the trainees enough skills for entry
 

into the electronics trade, automobile mechanics, air conditioning and
 

refrigeration, secretarial, science, hotel catering and others just to
 

mention a few.
 

2. It develops within the trainee the right attitude for jo4
 

entry and advancement including interest in and appreciation for quality
 

work.
 

3. Through it counselling component the OIC programme helps
 

the trainee to develop an attitude of pride, self-reliance, self

confidence and self-control, and
 

4. The programme helps in providing much needed skilled labor
 

for national economy (see Appendix H).
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b. 	Summary of Programme Weakness
 

The financial position of the OIC is poor. At present they still
 

manage to sustain the programme because of the funds received from
 

USAID/AID/OICI. But this breast-feeding will stop in 1976; and if no
 

aid 	comes by then the financial position will be deplorable.
 

This lack of adequate fund has created other weaknesses in the
 

programme. For example, the centre is at present inadequately staffed.
 

There are not enough facilities, not enough buildings and not enough
 

materials. There is no library. One make-shift library is in the same
 

room as Mrs. Wethers--the Curriculum Specialist. Even then the few
 

books hastily arranged there, are torn and outdated. Over half of these
 

books are pamphlets and memos on OIC.
 

c. 	Recommendations for Strengthening the Programme
 

It appears as if there are very few man-made problems at OIC.
 

All the problems seem to stem from lack of adequate funds. If there
 

is sufficient fund, more qualified staff will be employed, there will
 

be more buildings and more equipments.
 

d. 	Recomendation for Funding
 

At present, the OIC is just managing to exist on its meager
 

financial resources. The going will definitely not be easy in 1976
 

when USAID stops its funding and OICI withdraws its technical advisers.
 

If this happens, OIC hopes will survive only if 

highly public-spirited individuals come together
 

to aid the programme
 

or
 

giant public-owned industrial organizations like the
 

Industrial Training Fund come to the rescue.
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Considering the lofty objectives of the OIC programme and also
 

taking into donsideration the noble roles which the organization has
 

played, is playing, and will play in the training and placement of
 

skilled youths, it is our opinion that the Industrial Training Fund
 

should come to the rescue in 1976.
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Appendix 10/B 

OICL ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS I 

PROGRM DIRECTOR SEC-- R 

FINANCE OFFICER TRAINING SUPERVISOR ENTREPRENEURAL/
MANAGEMENT SPEC. 

COUNSELORS FEEDER INSTRUCTORS VOCATIONAL TRAINING JOB PLACEMENT 

I 
x 
I



Appendix IQ/C 

OICL ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
 
AS IT RELATES TO OICI
 

TECH IICAL COOPERATION TEAM (TCT) 

INDUSTRIAL ADVISORY 

IDSCOUNCIL -- ------ BOARD OF DIRECTORS1 IOICIBD &DIR]oo~~~oi,.OGo . VIS.. , OR 
IPROGRAM
DIRECTOR
 

FNNEOFFICER TRIIGSUPERVI SOR ENRPRNURLI tMANGEMENT SPEC. -AM. . Vi. EM A-DV 

COUNSELORS FEEDER INSTRUCTORS VOCATIONAL TRAINING JOB DEVELOPER 

CN.ADVI. T FD. TRG. ADV. VOC. ADVISORS JD/RDI
 



Appendix 1/D
 

OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALISATION CENTRE LAGOS
 
TEACHING STAFF 1974
 

NO. NAME 


1. 	 Gabriel Adeyemo 

Cyetunji 


2. 	 David Abhulimen 

Okpaize 


3. 	 Wesley Adelakun 

Ojo 


4. 	 Nathaniel 

Awekimedhe 

Akama 


TEACHING 

EXPERIENCE 


20 years 


10 years 


7 years 


10 years 


TEACHING QUALIFICATIONS 


Teachers' Certificate 

G. III 


Teachers' Certificate 

G. II 


Teachers' Certificate 

G. II
 

City 	& Guild Motor-

Mechanic Works (1966) 


City & Guild Technicians 

German Diploma Auto-

mobile 


Engineering 

Train-the-Master-


Trainer (ITF 1974) 


Ordinary National 

Certificate, JI 


Qualifications re-

viewed by represen-

tative group of 

electronic employer 


EXPERIENCE
 
OTHER QUALIFICATIONS DESIGNATION AT OIC LAGOS
 

First Sch. leaving Training 1st July '74
 
Cert. Manager
 

G.C.E. Ordinary Level
 
G.C.E. Advanced Level
 
RSA Group Certificate
 
Intermediate
 

B.A. 	Hons
 

B.S. 	Hons (Psychology) Counselor September '73
 

Pry. 	Sch. leaving Automechanics January '73
 
Cert. Specialist
 

Sec. Mod. Sch. Cert. Lead
 
City & Guild Int. Instructor
 

(FTC)
 
City & Guild Final
 

FTC
 
Diploma Autcmobile
 

Eng.
 

Intermediate City & Electronics 1972
 
Guilds Specialist
 

Final Cert. City &
 
Guilds
 

Engineering Science
 
Cert.
 

Telecommunications
 
and Electronics
 
Engineering
 

Advanced Comm. Radio
 
'C'X
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4. Principle of Com 

Radio 'C' 

Mathematics for 
Telecommunication 
IC! 

Secondary Form III 
First Sch. leaving 

Cert. 

5. Abel 
Olumuyiwa 
Adakolu 

5h years Ordinary National 
Cert, Jl 

Qualifications re-

Pry. Sch. leaving 
Cert. 

Sec. Mod. Sch. 

Air-Condition 
and Refrig
eration 

1972 

viewed by group Cert. Specialist 
of representative Yaba College of 
air conditioning Tech. 1960-64 
employers Fed. Min. of Works 

& Housing Craft
manship Cert. 

Final City & Guilds 
Cert. 

Refrigeration Prac
tice 1965 

6. Mrs. Felicia 
Amoke Oke 

2 3/4 years Teachers' Cert. G. III Intermediate Member-
ship of Hotel 

Hotel Catering 
Specialist 

1972 

catering Institu
tion Management 

Final Membership 
Cert. of Hotel 
Catering & Institu
tion Management 

Waiting Cert. of Hotel 
Catering & Institu
tion Management 

Advanced Waiting Cert. 
of City & Guild of 
London Institute 

City & Guild of London 
Institute 151 



6. 


7. 	 Shome Bodunrin 

Akrong 


8. 	 Mr. Offiong 

Esien 


9. 	 Mr. John Adigun 

Ayoola Olalere 


10. 	 Mrs. Doleres 

Lami Mohammed 


11. 	 Mrs. Grace 


Uzoamaka Ume 


7 months 


15 years 


7 years 


3 years 


4 years 


Shorthand Teachers' 

Cert. (RSA and 


Pitman) 

Typewriting Teachers' 


Cert. (RSA & Pitman) 

& I.P.S. (London) 


PCT, PCTT, (Pitman 

Cert., Teacher-


Shorthand & Type) 


Teachers' Cert. G. II 


B. SC. Education 


Teachers' Cert. G. II 


College Craft Course 

Cert. 
*At present a full 
member of the above 
institute 

First Sch. leaving Accounting 12th Feb. '74 
Cert. Machine 

West African Sch. Operation 

Cert. Specialist 
N.C. . Accounting 
Machine 

Operator's Certifi
cate 

NCR In-service 
training (one 
month) 

Senior Cambridge with Shorthand Dec. 6, 1971 
Exemption from Me- Writing 

triculation 
Fellow Member Society 

Specialist 

of Commercial 
Teachers 

Fellow Member Institute
 
of Phonographic Soci
ety
 

Fellow Member British
 
Society of Commerce
 

G.C.E. Ordinary Level Consumer- 1st Sept. 1974
 
Diploma in Journalism Education
 

and Mass Media and Person-

Diploma in Adult nel Devel
 

Education and Com- opment
 
munity Development Specialist
 

Communication 1st Sept. 1974
 
Skill Spe
ialist
 

City & Guilds 147, Commercial 1st Aug. 1974
 
151 Baking
 

RSA Nutrition Specialist
 

11CI Intermediate
 



12. Mrs. Gloria 

Theresa 
Ogunshola 

.12years New York City Regular 

Teacher of Pitman 
Shorthand & Typewriting 

Member of Delta Epsilon 
Business Education 
Honorary Society of 
U.S.A. 

B.A. Business 

Education 
M.S. Business 

Education 
15 credits--
Guidance 

Secretarial 

Science 
Specialist 

Feb. 2, 1974 

13. Akim Shobo Industrial 

experience 
10 years 

1973 

14. Samuel A. 
Gbadebo 

15 years May 1974 

I 



Appendix IO/E
 

OIC LAGOS TRAINEE FLOW 

RRIENT &SELECTION 

I _ 

j3INTiiE'REI 
_ 

STRTI()I; 

FEED ER 

ONGOICOUNSLNG 
 VOCAIONAL TIN.N'%G 

JOB PLACEMENT 
_ _ I 

PLAEMENT I 

!ZI FOLLOW-UP 
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Appendix 10/F 

UNIQUE~ Fi-:j.T~ltv;S OF OTC 

ITS 01110IN 

EJALY BiUININS - COMUUNITY 1111TIkTED 

COL',UNITY - CI3 - IWU~lh'!w. C(..:ICT AND COOPERIATI 

SUBS,:bJlkrf wOI:CI~:.I - olc UNCHII.D 

ITS RELNM1 ~dX'-11THI THEzCOIl iUITYIAllO 

PEOPLEA OAllI.'NtI) 

ITS TRAfl1lG AldkWI-Cll ;AM) DZsxaH 

ACCELL~t;tTED TAdid!JIIN 

NOTIV;0T1LC);L CoNCEPTS 

ITS RELIJrONSHiIP '.4TII DUIOLSS AIM INDUSTRY 

MTS UPPbORT I'Mil GOVLKIXLT 

UIIDMUSTAID)I10 THU NATIONAL, STATE ANID LOCAL GOALS 

FRIVjkT& LETO IS A CON7IZUTIZIG FACTOR TO NATIONIAL DSEZWPHMNT 

MUTUAL IEliYIT8 

SUMIARYI 

OIC is A COORDItATD, COOPL(ATzMr EFORT or t~XIIWil CON)WUIITT 
ZNITlitTZO11, I1NOLViflWZT WID P~tTlCII'iTZOU. 
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APPENDIX 10/G 

OXC MA~JORl EXPHASIS ARIhS 

2, O1)TRZEACJ 

SELECTION 

RECRUITVXNT 

22. IN~TAK~E 

AELGZ STLR.ATION 

kE141OLLYX 1T 

J4OTIVAT ION 

EVALUATION 

INFORMATION; 

CLAS6S ASSi&IG!FZlqT 

2V, FEED~ll TRA114ING 

BASIC EDUCA'TION 

4OTIVATIONiL TAAIWING 

PREVOC1ATIONAL TWAXXING 

VZ4 

VZZs 

Ve REFRRT&LRECO 
OXC SKIXLL TA(AININGKEPN 

OTHElR SKIXLL THlAININCI VOG.4143 

OJT 

J0B' PLAC~tl~WA; 

VOCATIONAL TR1AININ~G 

SPLCI&'XLI) .5KILL 2AEAS 

J~OB3 DEVZLCA14.i144T 

2tJDISTAIAL IWL~bTIONS 

" 79 

IX, COUNSELING* 

lro 
COUNS-ZLING
 

ON-GOIN~G 
GUIDANCE 

J~nfl 
TB15ISM 
FOLLOI-UP 

RD 



APPENDIX 10/H
 

OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALISATIOlJ CENTRE, L.GOS 
"WE HELP OURSELVES" 	 I IKORODU ROAD. 

MARYLANDOblef/rcikranw OPPINDCENT 
TLI 3406 
P. O. DOX 424.5 

OUR REF, LAGOS. NIGERIA. 

YOUR REF, 

AS AT SEPTEMBER ENDING 1974 

OI C V O C A T I O N A L C'O U R S E S 

VOCATIONAL COURSE TIME PRESENT CLASS No ON ROLL-
DURATION CLASS IS CAPACITY FEE- VOCA- PROSPECTIVE 

AREA JOB-READY DER TIONAL 1974 
GRADUATES 

AUTO-.MECHANICS 12 Months NOVEMDER 174 25 16 16 NOV. 16 

AIR COPDITI0lI;G & 
REFRIC._W TION 12 Months OCTODER ' 74 16 9 16 OCT. 16 

ELECTRONICS 12 Months !)Y'rrflB;HR 7,;', 30 8 17 DEC. 17 

.COMMRCIAL BAKING 6 Months J4'iUA. Y '75 16 1 .8 

11OTEL CATERING 9 Months AIRIL 1.975 10 4 10 

ACCUPF NG MACATINE 4 Month.- NOVn.',.r.; '74 7 4 8 DEC. 8 
')PEPATION 

S"i.,,. I b 1.2 Montli,, JULY 175 25 5 22 

T 0 T AL 	 1 2 9 47 97 57 
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APPENDIX 10/I 

O.C.*LAG oS 

TkAIMqN( C1{RT AHALIS( JAtb 199- IJC -191 --

I NP UT, (INTAk ES) c UTPUT 6RAD UATCS) 

L j
4- 54 


t.Oi'%J0~~ 

g 10 50
1975i E 14- /4 o IIS :4 120 9 9 i, ic 


~ ~ 11/f319%W 2S It 17 1C, 10 g :: 12_, 1c3 IS 


b 17 1b 100 ,' 12..- 1,.0 17 o 4 I2.9
197 s 

(66 ~4 M %498455 4 7 40-70
.oo 7 944 
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OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALISATION CENTRE. L.GOS - NIGERIA 

TRAINING CHART - OIC NIGERIA LAGOS AUGUST 1974 - 1978 

COURSE TIME PRESENT 
DURATION CLASS IS

JOB READY 
End ot 


g 
ATOMECANCS 12 Months November 1974 

ck8 


AIR can ITI/REFRIGERATION 12 Months October 1974 

INTAKES TO FEEDER 

No. TO Bh 1st MONDAY IN

PHASED-IN THE MONTH OF 

9 Sept. 1974 

8 Dec. 1974 

8 Anril 1975 

9 August 1975 

8 Dec. 1975 

8 April 1976 

9 August 1976 

8 Dec. 1976 


April 1977 

9 August 1977 

8 Dec. 1977 

8 April 1978 

9. August 1978 

8 Dec. 1978 


9 August 1974 

4 Nov. 1974 

3 March 1975 

6 July 1975 

5 Ncv. 1975 

5 March 1976 

6 July 1976 

5 Nov. 1976 

5 March 1976 

6 July 1977 

S. Nov. 1977 
5 March 1978 
6 July 1978 
5 Nov. 1978 

FEEDER TO 

VOCATIONAL 


Begininq of 


Dec. 1974 

April 1975 

August 1975 

Dec. 1975 

April 1976 

August 1976 

Dec. 1976 

April 1977 

August 1977 

Dec. 1977 

April 1978 

August 1978 

Dec. 1978 

April 1979 


Nov. 1974 

March 1975 

July 1975 

Nov. 1975 

March 1976 

July 1976 

Nov. 1976 

March 1977 

July 1977 

Nov. 1977 

March 1978 

July 1978 

Nov. 1978 

March 1979 


VOC. TO CLASS
 
JOB DEVELOPMENT CAPACITI
 

End of
 

November 1975
 
March 197
 
July 1976
 
November 1976
 
March 1977
 
July 1977
 
November 1977
 
March 1978 25

July 1978
 
November 1978
 
March 1979
 
July 1979
 
November 1979
 
March 1980
 

October 1975
 
February 1976
 
June 1976
 
October 1976
 
February 1977
 
June 1977
 
October 1977
 
February 1978 16.
 
June 1978
 
October 1978
 
February 1979
 
June 1979
 
October 1979
 
February 1980
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ZCROCS 12 Months December 1974 


BECMTARIALSCIENCE 12 Months July 1975 


ROTM C&TERING 9 Months April 1975 
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Sept. 1974 

5 Jan. 1975 

4 May 1975 

6 Sept. 1975 

6 Jan. 1976 

S May 1976 

6 Sept. 1976 

6 Jan. 1977 

5 May 1977 

6 Sept. 1977 

6 Jan. 1978 

S May 1978 

6 Sept. 1978 


8 April 1975 

8 August 1975 

8 Dec. 1975 

8 April 1976 

8 August 1976 

8 Dec. 1976 

8 April 1977 

8 August 1977 

8 Dec. 1977 

8 April 1978 

8 Aucust 1978 

8 Dec. 1978 


3 Jan. 1975 

3 May 1975 

4 Sept. 1975 

3 Jan. 1976 

3 May 1976 

4 Sept. 1976 

3 Jan. 1977 

3 Z:ay 1977 

4 Sept. 1977

3 Jan. 1978 

3 ay 1978 

4 Sept. 1978 


Jan. 1975 

May 1975 

Sept. 1975 

Jan. 1976 

Eay 1976 

Sept. 1976 

Jan. 1977 

May 1977 

Sept. 1977 

Jan. 1978 

May 1978 

Sept. 1978 

Jan. 1979 


August 1975 

Dec. 1975 

March 1976 

August 1976 

Dec. 1976 

Yarch 1977 

August 1977 


Dec. 1977 

March 1978 

August 1978 

Dec. 1978 

),arch 1979 


May 1975 

Sept. 1975 

Jan. 1976 

May 1976 

Sept. 1976 

Jan. 1977 

May 1977 

Sept. 1977 

Jan. 1978 

May 1978 

Sept. 1978 

Jan. 1979 


December 1975
 
April 1976
 
August 1976
 
December-1976
 
April 1977
 
August 1977
 
December 1977
 
April 1978
 
August 1978 30
 
December 1978
 
April 1979
 
August 19"79
 
December 19 79
 

July 1976
 
November 1976
 
Febbruary 1977
 
July 1977
 
November 1977
 
February 1978
 
July 1978
 

November 1978
 
February 1979
 
July 1979
 
N;ovember 1979
 
February 1980
 

January 1976
 
May 1976
 
September 1976
 
January 1977
 
May 1977
 
September 1977
 
January 1978 10
 
Ray 198
 
September 1978

January 1979
 
May 1979
 
September 1979
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4 Oct. 1974 Feb. 1975 July 1975 
4 Feb. 1975 June 1975 November 1975 
5 June 1975 - Oct. 1975 Parch 1976 
5 Oct. 1975 Feb. 1976 July 1976 

ZE BAZ3G 6 Months January 1975 6 Feb. 1976 June 1976 November 1976 
5 June 1976 Oct. 1976 Parch 1977 16
 
5 Oct. 1976 Feb. 1977 July 1977
 
6 Feb. 1977 June 1977 November 1977
 
5 June 1977 Oct. 1977 March 1978

5 Oct. 1977 Feb. 1978 July 1978
 
6 Feb. 1978 June 1978 November 1978 
5 June 1978 Oct. 1978 Yarch 1979 
5 Oct. 1978 Feb. 1979 July 1979 

4 August 1974 Dec. 1974 March 1975 
6 Dec. 1974 April 1975 July 1975 
6 Aoril 1975 August 1975 November 1975 
6 Aucnust 1975 Dec. 1975 1Yarch 19766 Dec. 1975 Anril 1976 July 1976

6 April 1976 Aucust 1976 November 1976 
6 August 1976 Dec. 1976 March 1977 

ACCOUNTING MACEiNE 4 Months November 1974 6 Dec. 1976 Anril 1977 July 1977 6 
OPERATION 6 Anril 1977 August 1977 November 1977 

6 August 1977 Dec. 1977 Y:arch 1978
 
6 Dec. 1977 April 1978 July 1978
 
6 Anril 1978 August 1978 November 1978
 
6 Aucust 1978 Dec. 1978 ?harch 1979
 
6 Dec. 1978 April 1979 July 1979
 

ASSUMPTIONS 

This Training Plan assumes that
 
I- All trainees would progress at their own rate.
 
2. The slowest trainee - learner would spend not more than four months to cover feeder sylabus.
3 The plan may be adjusted to suit emergenicies.4: Trainees woid be phased into the program in small groups as indicated in this plan. 



Appendix 10/K
 

OIC LAGOS BOARD MEMBERS
 

Mr. F. A. Abari, Director Mrs. Caxton-Martins, Director 
Ministry of Communication 67 Iyun Road 
Accounts Dept. Surulere 
Race Course, Lagos 

Mr. F. A. Oshinkanlu, Trustee 
Mr. A. A. Adio Moses, Director 86 Clifford Street 
170 Bamgbose Street Ebute Metta 
Lagos 

Alhaji M. 0. Oseni 
Mr. F. A. B. Longe, Director 41 Idoluwo Street 
Manufacturers Association of Nigeria Lagos 
(6th floor) 30 Marina, Lagos 

Mr. I. I. Oluwa, Director 
Mrs. A. Bakare, Director 20 Reclamation Road 
14 Sofidiya Close Lagos 
Surulere 

Alhaji B. A. Oluyadi 
Otunba J. A. Tuyo, Trustee 47A Jebba Street 
DeFacto Bakeries Ebute Metta 
Ojuelegba Road 
Surulere, Yaba, Lagos Mrs. A. I. Oduniyi, Treasurer 

72 Campbell Street 
Alhaji A. K. Laguda, Director Lagos 
83 Payne Cresent 
Apapa 

OFFICERS 
Dr. F. Salawu, Trustee 
(Founder and First Chairman) Otunba Z. Ade Ogunwo 
62 Idoluwo Street Chairman Finance Committee 
Lagos 53 Odunlami Street 

Lagos 
Mr. D. 0. Ogun, Director 
Nigerian Standard Organisation Alhaji M. 0. Oseni 
11 Kofo Abayomi Street Chairman Board of Directors 
Victoria Island 41 Idoluwo Street 
Lagos Lagos 

Mr. M. Oluwa, Director Mr. A. 0. Adegunle 
39 Campbell Street Secretary, Board of Directors 
Lagos 4 Sadiku Street 

(Papa-Ajao) 
Mr. 0. 0. Oso, Trustee Mushin 
Mobile Oil Nigeria 
60 Yakubu Gowon Mr. D. B. Ayo, Secretary 
Lagos 2 Adebiyi, Initiri 

Yaba 
Mr. W. 0. Martins, Director 
Federal Ministry of Economic Mr. I. A. Adelabu 

Development Asst. Secretary 
5 Oil Mill Street 31 Coker Street 
Lagos Mushin 
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OFFICERS (cont.)
 

Aihaji A. K. Bajela
 
Finance Secretary
 

41A Obun Eko Street
 
Lagos
 

Alhaji B. A. Oluyadi
 
Treasurer
 
47A Jebba Street, (East)
 
Ebute Metta (East)
 

G. 0. Kasali, Lagos
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Appendix lO/L
 

49
 
SECTION 5
 

OIC LAGOS INDUSTRIAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
 

Mr. C. P. Johnson, Chairman Standard Bank (Nig.) Ltd., Chairman
 
of Industrial Advisory Council
 

Mr. D. A. Barrett, General Manager, The Metal Box Company of
 
Nigeria Limited
 

Mr. E. R. De Luze, Managing Director, S.C.O.A.
 

Mr. R. K. C. Lee, Vice Chairman, Specomill Textiles Limited
 

Chief H. 0. Fajemirokun, Chairman, Henry Stephens & Sons
 
Limited, and President of the Lagos Chamber of Commerce
 
and Industry
 

Mr. W. C. Gray, Managing Director, Costain (WA) Limited
 

Alhaji Babatunde Jose, Chairman, Daily Times of Nigeria
 
Limited
 

Hr. J. Day, General Manager, United Nigeria Insurance Company,
 

Limited
 

Mr. H. P. MacDonald, Chairman, Nigerian Tobacco Company
 

Mr. M. Ibru, Managing Director, Ibru Seafoods
 

Mr. R. J. Goeken, Managing Director, Gulf Oil Co. (Nigeria) Ltd.
 

Mr. L. H. Pickerton, Director, John Holt Group
 

Mr. T. Shropshire, Managing Director, Phillip Morris Nigeria Ltd.
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APPENDIX 10/M
 

OICI AND OICL
 
CASH DIURSENENTS
 
7/1/73 TO 6/30/74
 

OICI Share
 

32,727.04
Salakies 

7,]34.80
Transportation 

8,034.80
Other Direct Cost 

4,745.76
Equipment 


52,642.40
 

OICL Share
 

Security Guards 790.00
 
Office Supplies 643.91
 
Salaries 
 4798.45
 
Petrol 
 251.12
 

176.12
Telephone 

827.24
 

Bank Charges 35.93
 
Rent 1,1400.00
 
Office Repairs 21.20
 

I.P.F. 


7 ? 76.33 
Training Equipment 386.11 
Insurance 911.04
 
Vehicle Licence 211.20
 
Postage 87.15
 
Printing 44.00
 
Longwalk Expenses 134.09
 

418.94
Travel 

5.52
Vendor ? 


Office Expenses 96.21
 
Entertainment 10.00
 

229.82
N.E.P.A. 


23,565.38
aub-total 


TOTAL Naira 74,207.78
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APPENDIX 10/N 

OPPORTUNITIEiS INDUSTX.X.LISATION CENTRE 

LAGOS NIGT.RIA 

OPERATING BUDGEIT 1974/75 

PERSON2EL COSTS 
N 

Administration 

Executive Director 

Training m;anager 

Enterpreneural M1anager 

Job Development Officer 

Accountant 

Secretary 1 

Secretary/Typists (3) 
Clerical Support Staff 

Training 

5,000 

3,600 

3,600 

3,000 

2,400 

1,500 

3,000 
2,250 

4 Feeder Instructors 
at 12,000 each 

9 Vocational Instructors 
at N2,000 each 

3 Counsellors at N2,000 

8,000 

18,000 

6,000 32,000 

Service 

2 Drivers at N540 p.a.each 

2 Maintenance men at N360p.a. 

1,080 

7210 1,800 

Allowances and Fringi) Benefits 6,000 

EPUIPII :NT 

Feeder 

Furniture nnd Fittings 

Vocational 

1,000 

Autonobiler flnchnnics 
Commrcial Bakitr:/Catering 

Accounti-ng klachino 

Senretarial Science 

Electronics 
Building Trades 

2,000 

2,000 

1,000 

2,000 

2,000 
3,000 12,000 

Dalanco fl/D 77,150 
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Balance B/F 

Administration 
Office Equipment 

Travel and Transportation 

FACILITIHS 

Rent of Premises 

Utilities etc 

Security Guards 

6,000 

1,200 

1,050 

770150 

2,500 

5,000 

8,250 

SUPPLIES 

Consumable Stores 

Postage and Telecoms 

4,300 

3,800 8,100 

N101,000 
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APPENDIX 10/0 

oP~oRTuJvrXDTXExxSr' 

LIGOS, I.EYCc:s7 

C)'1-TM 

OPERrT'1 fUC0 1975 76~ 

PER01,711M. CCMT 

AIminis tration 

ill U 

Uxocutivo Diroctor 
'gaining:. o 

5,250 
3,70 

Entorpronou-al Managor 

Job Devt-lopmcnt Oficor 
Accountant 

Socrotary I 
Sccrotary/lrypist2 (3) 

Clorical support -taZ0 

30780 

3,150 

2,520 

1,610 

3,150 

2360 25,p6O 

Training 
5 Foodor Intructors 

at 12,00 o ach 
10 Vocational lnotructora 

at N2,000 

3 CounGollorn at N2,000 

10,400 

20,900 

6,300 37600 

Servico 

2 Drivorn at :440 p.a. each 

2 Maintenanco I,;-n at 360 p.a. 
1,200 

000 2000 

Allowanceo and Frinoo nonofits 6,500 

Land and Buldirngo (Pormannt Zito) 150,000 

Foodor 

Furnituro and ?itting 

Vocational 
Automobilo '.oclianico 

Comoacinl Daking and Catorinj 

Accounting fiachlino 

Sourotarinl Scionco 

Eloctronica 
Duilding Tradou 

Dalance D/d 

2,000 

3,000 

1,000 

2O0O 

3,000 
3,000 

3,000 

151000 
239,700 
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Balance 13/11 

3Adzain±tratiofl - OZCicQ EcluipraonIt 

Travol and TranwortatiOf 

2390700 
38000 

10,1000 

FAIIT,, 

Ront of Pro~±~GG 6000 

Socurity GUiirda 

SUPrrIE'S: 
ConauLlablo i!toroa 

posta4go and TolocoU5 

2000 

5,000 

5,000 

116000 

10,0000 

273;7'00 
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APPENDIX 10/P
 

OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALISATION CENTRE, LAGOS 

"WE HELP OURSELVES" I IKORODU ROAD. 

MARYLAND 
Cablc/T¢ eram: OPPINDCENT 7EL.i 34876 

P. O. BOX 4a21 

OUR REF, LAGOS. NIGERIA. 

YOUR REF, 

V0cj-''(Oa"-L A-PCA To TOTA L 

CLEc-,,T~or-,(C 1.7 

5 7P~ora.A A(U~fe ML~ 
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APPENDIX.10/Q.:
 

INDUSTRIALISATION CENTRE, LAGOS4OPPORTUNITIES 

"WE HELP OURSELVES" 5 IKORODU ROAD 

MARYLAND
Cablerelegram: OPPINDCENT TEL%: 34876 

P. 0. BOX 4215 
OUR REF LAGOS. NIGERIA. 

YOUR REF:
 

JOB PLACEMENTS/ATTACHM4ENTS IN LAGOS 

AUTO MECHANICS
 

1 S.C.O.A. 
2. WAYNE WEST AFRICA 
3. FEDERAL tINISTRY OF WORKS 
4. LAGOS CITY TRaqSPORT SERVICE
 
5. CUBBITS 
6. LEVENTI S 
7. CUSTOS & EXCISE 
8. MINISTRY OF TRADE
 
9. BEAM 

10. NIGERIAN RAILWAY 
11. NIGERIA AIR FORCE.
 

ELECTRONI CS
 

1. WAYNE west AFRICA
 
2. weide & co.
 
3. GT.E. AT DEVELOPMENT HOUSE TINUBU SQUARE
 
4. NIGERIAN PORTS AUTHORITY 
5. NIGERIAN AIR FORCE
 
6. ULTRA MODERN ELECTRONICS
 

HO0T E C ATER I NG
 

Is DE FACTO
 
2. FLAG STAFF HOTEL
 
3. IKOYI HOTEL
 
4., SKY LINE HOTEL
 
5. MOUNT PLEASanT GUEST HOUSE 
6. CORNER GUEST HOUSE
 

8OARD Ci TRUSTi DIR F. SALAWU (Fou@*) Au4AJ M. o. OSENI (Cha.rman) CHIEF J, ABr. TUJYO, CHIE F,%A OHINKANIlU, 

0. 0. aO. S. A. GOAD1fO (POgIFmOMe Dku#,ler) 
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SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 

lo UAC 
2. MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
 
3. LAGOS STA.TE MINISTRY OF JUSTICE 
4, COASTAL SERVICES LIMITED 
5. STANDARD BjNK NIGERIA%LIMITED 
6. PANALPINA 
7. NIGERIAN BOOKS NIGERIA SUPPLY LAGOS 
8. (WAEC) IMST AFRICAN EXAMLINATION COUNCIL 
9. FEDERAL MINISTRY OF TRADE 

10. NIGERIA HOTELS LIMITED 

CO MME R C I 

1. LAGOS UNIVERSITY TEACHING 
2. NIGERIA AIRWAYS 
3. DE FACTO 
4. AIR PORT HOTEL 
5. LEVER BROTH-ERS 
6, JOINT RESTUARANT
 
7. FEDERAiL P ZACE HOTEL 
8. BRISTOL HOTEL
 
9. COCOA INDUSTRY LIMITED 

10. UNITY HOTEL 

AIR CONDITIONING 

1. MANDILLAS
 
2. C.F.A.O
 
3. West COAST ORANGE 
4. CHELLERAIS 

A L BAX I NG 

HOSPITAL 

& REFRIGERATION 

5. ADEBOALE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES
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JOB PLACEMENTS OF O.I.C. LAGOS TRAINEES
 
JANUARY '74 THROUGH AUGUST '74 

NAME: DATE PLACED: EMPLOYER: POSITION: SALARY: COURSE: HRS. PER
 
PER MON: WEEK:
 

Adegbesan R.N. 31/1/74 Nig. Airways Cook N34.00 C/B 42
 

Balogun Michael 31/1/74 Esboro Associ- Secretary N120.00 Sec/Sci. 42
 
ates
 

*Basanya Adekunle 7/1/74 New Nigeria Mechanic N40.00 Aut/Mech. 40-44
 

B. Christopher 24/1/74 UAC S/H Typist N65.00 Sec/Sci. 42
 

Jolaoso Adedeji 17/1/74 Wayne Elec. Electrician N60.00 Electro. 40-44
 

Ladipo A.O. 31/1/74 Nig. Airways Pastry Cook N34.00 C/B 42
 

0 Tajudeen M. 17/1/74 LCTS Mechanic N42.00 Auto/Mech. 40-44
 

a 
AC/Ref N60.00 AC/Ref. 40-44
Oladunni Rasaki 25/1/74 Federal Palace 

Mechanic
 

*Oseni Fasasi 26/1/74 SCOA Mechanic N40.00 Auto/Mech. 40-44
 

Owolabi S.A. 31/1/74 Nig. Airways Pastry Cook N34.00 C/B 42
 

Basorun Adesina 1/8/74 Fed. Min. of Mechanic N36.00 Auto/Mech. 42
 

Works
 

Malafa Hanna 1/28/74 DeFacto Cook N30.00 H/C 42
 

*Moved to new job
 



NAME: DATE PLACED: EMPLOYER: POSITION: SALARY: 
PER MON: 

COURSE: HRS. PER 
WEEK 

Adesanua Adebayo 28/1/74 Mandilas A/Ref 

Mechanic 
N36.00 AC/Ref. 40-46 

*Adetoro Tunde 7/2/74 Leventis 

Apapa 

Auto/Mech. K20.00 Auto/Mech. 42-44 

Babalola 

Ezekiel 
1/2/74 Flaggstaff 

Hotel 
Manager N60.00 H/C 40-44 

Banji Michael 28/2/74 Weide & Co. Radio 
Mechanic 

N32.00 Elect. 40-44 

Koya Omotoya 28/2/74 Custom & Excise Mechanic N36.00 A/Mech. 40-44 

! 

Lawal Muritala 

Obojolu 

Ezekiel 

2/2/74 

27/2/74 

CFAO 

Weide & Co. 

AC/Ref. 

Mechanic 

Radio 
Serviceman 

N46.00 

N30.00 

AC/Ref. 

Elect. 

42 

42 

Omkofua 
Lucky 

6/2/74 CFAO AC/Ref. 
Mechanic 

N46.00 AC/Ref. 42 

Akinyemi 

Salaimon 
1/3/74 Mins. of Works A/Mechanic N34.00 A/Mech. 42 

Ewedimi Iyabo 14/3/74 Hotel/Cat. Cook N45.00 H/C 42 

Jacobs Agnes 1/3/74 Niger Upholstery S/H/Typist N50.00 Direct 42 

Komolafe Moses 18/3/74 Min. of Works A/Mech. N34.00 A/Mech. 42 

Oladele R. 14/3/74 Mount Pleasant 

Guest House 

Cook N45.00 H&C 42 

Orekoya A. 15/3/74 OIC Typist N40.00 Sec. Sci. 42 

R. AnIlashaun 31/3/73 Airport Hotel Cook N34.00 H/C 42 



NAME: DATE PLACED: EKPLOYER: POSITION: SALARY: 
PER MON: 

COURSE: HRS. PER 
WEEK: 

S. Musibau 13/3/74 UAC Tech (Iddo) S/H Typist N68.00 S/C 42 

Akanbi Eunice 17/4/74 DeFacto Catering 
Officer 

K35.00 H/C 42 

A. Adesanua 15/4/74 Ikoyi Hotel AC/Ref. 
Mech. 

N42.00 AC/R 42 

A. Adetoro 15/4/74 New Nigeria A/Mech. N34.00 A/Mech. 42 

Basanua Adekunle 13/4/74 Cubittis 
Construction 

Mechanic/ 
Driver 

N42.00 A/Mech. 42 

U 

Igumah Samuel 

L. Olarenvaju 

*L. Tajudeon 

17/4/74 

11/4/74 

1/4/74 

CFAO 

GTE 

Huritalu 
Electronics 

AC/R Mech. 

Telecomms. 

Trainee 

Serviceman 

N40.00 

N40.00 

N25.00 

AC/R 

Electro. 

Electro. 

42 

42 

42 

*Martln Shola 1/4/74 Nig. Tourist 
Association 

Secretary N54.00 S/S 42 

Ogun Boni 17/4/74 DeFacto C/Officer N35.00 H/C 42 

Thomas Michael 22/4/74 Min. of Defence Typist N33.00 S/S 42 

Ethiopia 
Omojugba 

6/5/74 Ikoyi Hotel Head Waiter N52.00 H/C 44 

Olowole Ajayi 1/5/74 BEAM A/Mech. N34.00 A/Mech. 42 

*0. Wasin 2/5/74 CFAO Serviceman N42.00 AC/Ref. 44 

A. Adewale 10/6/74 Nig. Railway 
Corporation 

A/Mech. N44.00 A/Mech. 42 

A. Joseph 3/6/74 N.P.A. Electrician N42.00 Elect. 42 



NAME: DATE PLACED: EMPLOYER: POSITION: 	 SALARY: COURSE: HRS. PER 
PER MON: WEEK: 

H. Fadayiro 21/6/74 D.T.V. A/Mech. 	 N34.00 A/Mech. 42
 

Ogun Bomi 25/6/74 Lever Brothers Pastry Cook 	 N52.00 H/C 42
 

A. Bashiro 15/7/74 UAC 	 AC/Ref. N46.00 AC/Ref. 44
 
Mech.
 

Balogun Sidi 26/7/74 Mount Pleasant Cook N35.00 H/C 42
 
Guest House
 

C. Folake 10/7/74 Federal Palace Pastry Cook 	 N50.00 C/B 42
 

Iwok Eric S. 1/7/74 N.B.C. Elec. Mech. 	 N44.00 Elec. 42
 

Kosoko Hakeem 16/7/74 Wayne West Africa A/Mech. 	 N32.00 A/Mech. 44
 

Lawal Durojaiye 31/7/74 Coastal Servs. Copy Typist N38.00 S/S 40
 

Maosi Michael 9/7/74 CFAO AC/Ref. N36.00 AC/Ref. 42
 
Mech.
 

Ogunbade B. 16/7/74 Wayne N. Africa A/Mech. N42.00 A/Mech. 44
 

Olowu Sule 12/7/74 Immigration Office A/Mech. N60.00 A/Mech. 42
 

Onafuye Folake 10/7/74 Federal Palace Pastry Cook N50.00 C/B 42
 

Oloko Rahaman 19/7/74 Fed. Min. of Works AC/Ref. N33.00 AC/Ref. 42
 
Mech.
 

Suraju Yusuff 1/7/74 Nig. Book Supply Typist/Clerk N33.00 S/C 44
 

Tade Damiel 1/7/74 Corner Guest Supervisor N35.00 C/B 
 42
 
House
 

Adelabi K. 17/8/74 Defactory Caterer 	 N30.00 H/C 44
 

Aheriere David 24/8/74 N.A.F. 	 Mechanic N55.00 E 44
 
Apprentice
 



lAME: DATE PLACED: EMPLOYER: POSITION: 	 SALARY: COURSE: HRS. PER
 
PER MON: WEEK:
 

44
Bekley Yemice 17/8/74 DeFacto Caterer N30.00 H/C 


Eniola Samuel 7/8/74 WAEC Typist N47.00 S/C 42
 

Frank Eric 17/8/74 N.A.F. Mech. Trainee N55.00 E 44
 

Elec. Mech. N55.00 Electr. 42
Gabriel 12/8/74 N.A.F. 

Emmanuel
 

I.J. Onioniyi 13/8/74 Nig. Hotel Ltd. Typist 	 N39.00 S/S 42
 

L. Lanrewaju 15/8/74 Ultra Matern Electronic N40.00 Electr. 42
 

Electronics Mechanic
 

0. Durolola 28/8/74 Niger Comms. S/H Typist 	 N60.00 S/S 42
 

0. Olubunmi 17/8/74 DeFacto Caterer N30.00 H/C 44
 

Ohache Dennis 23/8/74 Central Bank AC/Ref. Mech. 136.00 A/Ref. 44
 

0. Oluronke 11/8/74 Panalpina Typist N34.00 S/S 42
 
Temporary
 

0. Kayode 12/8/74 DeFacto Caterer 	 N30.00 C/B 44
 

R. Adeola 19/8/74 DeFacto Caterer N30.00 H/C 44
 

Savage Maju 17/8/74 DeFacto Caterer N30.00 H/C 44
 

Otubasa Dupe 9/8/74 Cocoa Industries Cook N55.00 H/C 42
 
Limited
 



Appendix 11
 

NIGERIAN ARMY RESETTLEMENT SCHEME, OSHODI
 

ITF TEAM ON VISIT: DATE OF VISIT: 17 September 1974
 
1. Mr. Awonogun
 
2. Mr. Kolade CONSULTANTS ON VISIT:
 
3. Mrs. Nwobi 1. Dr. Beard
 
4. Mrs. Wallace 2. Dr. Bernhart
 
5. Mr. Agbazue
 
6. Mr. Obianwu EVALUATOR:
 

E. 0. Awonogun
 

INTERVIEWED:
 
1. The Deputy Commandant, Lt. Colonel Daramola
 
2. The Chief Counselor, Mr. Craig
 
3. The Workshop Manager, Mr. Finwick
 

EVALUATION OF NIGERIAN ARMY RESETTLEMENT SCHEME (NARS)
 

History
 

The Resettlement Scheme was a product of the Nigerian Civil War
 

(1967-70) which had left thousands of soldiers disabled as a result of
 

the injuries they sustained in the course of the war. The rehabilita

tion scheme was initiated in 1969 but it was not until the close of
 

1972 when the government had acquired the 100-acre piece of land that
 

the scheme became operational.
 

The first batch of intakes who are now on the verge of graduation
 

numbers about 2000. They were recruited in three installments from the
 

defunct Armed Forces Convalescent Home in Victoria Island Lagos.
 

Philosophy
 

The underlying philosophy is not specifically stated although this
 

could be deduced. It is the belief that the potentials of these men,
 

derpite their disabilities, could be developed and harnessed both for
 

their own advantage and that of the nation. Essentially, it is utilitarian.
 

Purpose
 

The purpose is to prepare themin various trades for the Federal
 

Ministry of Labour Grade III Test as to make their skills saleable to
 

industries.
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Objectives
 

To rehabilitate, resettle and place on gainful employment demobilized
 

soldiers (those presently disabled and in future able but demobilized)
 

after having 'been given vocational skill training.
 

a. The objectives are too broadly stated and not stated in behavioral
 

terms. 

b. The objectives are not categorized in short, intermediate and long

term range for no period of time allocation is made for the maturity
 

of each skill. The long-term range, however, is measured by the award of
 

passes in Trade Test and consequent job placemet,
 

c. The objectives are in general quantifiable since the number in
 

employment could be counted. But there are no component objectives
 

as to be able to determine how many would be produced in each skill
 

area,
 

d. The objectives are subject to qualitative indicators through actual
 

performance and certification.
 

e. The objectives are relevant to national goals of utilizing available
 

human and material resources in her bid towards attaining rapid economic
 

development and relative independence.
 

Description of Programme
 

Target Population. The present target population is disabled soldiers
 

from the Nigerian Civil War. The stated objective covers all demobilized
 

soldiers who are either able or disabled. The eligibility criteria is
 

certified disability for the present trainees.
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2. Organization Chart:
 

The Commandant
 

Deputy Commandant 	 At present functioning as
 
Chief Training Officer
 

Chief Training Officer [Admin. Officer [Councellorl
 
(vacant)
 

IResponsible 	 for:
 
Workshop Manager Pay Office 

I Quartermaster Dept. 

IMechan. IElectric.IBuildinglAncillaryl Catering Officer 
Hospital
 
Able-bodied Guardmen
Dept. Managers 	 Clerical Dept.
 

Staffing
 

No data was given as to the staff strength and there were guarded
 

replies as to the adequacy of staff to meet programme needs.
 

The members of staff are made up of soldiers and civilians. The
 

civilians are recruited by the Federal Public Service Commission and
 

their yardsticks provide bases for the recruitment of military staff by
 

the Ministry of Defense.
 

A foreign advisor who was on loan contract and now serves as the
 

Workshop Manager indicated gross staff inadequacies.
 

Limited in-service training exists as evidenced by the information
 

that six officers had been away overseas on training in counseling.
 

Job Descriptions
 

No job descriptions have been formulated.
 

Equipment and Facilities
 

The physical plant was impressive. Some of the workshops had some
 

good equipments. None however had adequate equipments to give trainees
 

individual practice. Some of the equipments require modification to
 

cater more for individual disabilities. More recreational and transport
 

facilities need be provided.
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Curricula
Training Design: 

The skill training areas are diverse and
 1. 	 Skill Training Areas. 


carpentry and joinery; motor mechanics;
fairly comprehensive. Some are: 


welding; shoe-making; typing; tailoring; poultry; radio and T.V. repairs,
 

etc.
 

There was no evidence of any supplementary
2. 	Supplementary Courses. 

projection for the future.
 courses except those that exist on paper as a 


Adequacy of Training Programme
 

Inadequate to achieve programme objectives. Only some -- in fact,
 

trainees could be successful in terms of the 
objective of pre

a few --


paring them for Trade Test Grade III and 
be placed on remunerative
 

employment. Many of the graduates would not have learned 
any trade
 

before they are disposed with.
 

Educational Techniques
 

sufficient information on the educational techniques
There was no 


It could only be inferred that a combination 
of lectures,
 

used to train. 

In this wise the
 

demonstration and workshop technique would 
be used. 


relative proportion would be hard to determine.
 

Time Table
 

time table showing structural class programme. 
The
 

There was no 


time table relating to entry and end of course 
is arbitrary and absurd.
 

The termination date of course for all trainees 
irrespective of period
 

of entry has been fixed for October 1974.
 

Reports
 
We were also told that records
 1. 	Internal. Counseling data are kept. 


But no records were available showing
of internal exams are kept too. 


staff-faculty ratio, civic/military ratio, and 
student/staff ratio.
 

Records about finances were not released for they 
were regarded as
 

military secrets.
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There was a projection to keep for the next batch of students a
 

continuous assessment record of their performance and progress.
 

2. External. Various gadgets exist for projecting the programme to
 
the outside world. There are pamphlets, radio and newspaper media and
 

above all the Commandant who is more a public relations figure than any
 

other 	thing.
 

It is pertinent to note here that these various gadgets and others
 

have so far not been fully used to educate the public about the programme.
 
Publicity about the programme is more incidental than deliberate.
 

Linkages
 

The Centre has developed so far little or no link with industries
 

and intended employers of its trainees. A few external links in the
 

form 	of international loan and assistance have resulted in YWCA, USAID,
 

British Government's technical assistance to the Centre.
 

Other linkages exist in the form of recruitment of civilian staff
 

by the Public Service Commission and the Trade Tests conducted by the
 

Federal Ministry of Labour.
 

Budget and Finance
 

The project is almost wholly financed by the Federal Government.
 

Closed lips were kept about the annual budget and the running of the
 

finances available to the Centre. However, we managed to come by the
 

information that 
an annual N2-1/2 million or so is the usual allocation
 

out of which about N60,000.00 go into buying equipments.
 

The budget and, in fact, these funds are adequate to meet programme
 

objectives and to supply and maintain adequate staff. 
 This assumption
 

rests primarily on ensuring adequate safeguards against forces that may
 

siphon the funds into other unrelated channels.
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ASSESSMENT OF COMPONENTS/COURSES
 

Determining Brogramme Objectives and Goals
 

a. No adequate means exist for determining achievement of programme
 

goals and objectives. For instance, the feedback mechanism has not been
 

built into the programme to determine the absorption and performance of
 

graduates of the scheme.
 

b. It is hard to determine relevance of programme goals to national
 

objectives and goals. The programme germinated from mere expediency of
 

averting the social and economic menace which disabled turned adrift on
 

the population without any saleable skills might constitute. In philosophy
 

it is congruent with national objectives (see philosophy).
 

c. The local need giving birth is this programme is very hard to
 

determine or ascertain. The programme was generated by political, social
 

and economic expediency.
 

Evaluation Student/Trainee
 

1. Training Completion Criteria: Award of: 

a. Attendance (NARS) certificate which is the short-term objective. 

b. Passing Labour Test Grade III examination which is a mark of 

acquisition of saleable skill. This represents the intermediate objective.
 

c. Final placement on the job and re-integration into civilian life.
 

This represents the long-term objective. Virtually nothing has been
 

done in preparation for the fulfillment cf this long-term objective.
 

2. Students Expected Achievement:
 

a. Labour Test Grade III syllabuses in the various grades. However, not
 

broken down into knowledges, understanding preception and skills. Schemes
 

are not formulated from the syllabuses.
 

b. No clear procedures exist to ensure accomplishments of objectives
 

in short, intermediate, and long-term runs.
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3. Employment Level: Employment level is productive remunerative
 

employment implicit in Ministry of Labour Trade Test Grade III.
 

4. Anticipated S/T Work Stability: Ca!.aot now be determined since
 

there is no provision.
 

Replication of Programme
 

1. The programme is exclusive to the soldiers who face demobilization.
 

It is therefore atypical and cannot be recommended for replication.
 

2. The programme outcomes are not generalizable.
 

3. Evidence does not point to any conclusion that the programme
 

has the potentials of serving as an exemplary model. Its uniqueness
 

and peculiarities limit its applicability.
 

Constraints and Assumptions: Absolutely "yes" to all the assumptions
 

posed in this section.
 

Conclusion
 

a. Programme strengths:
 

1. The programme is comprehensive. The programme covers more than
 

25 vocational skill areas.
 

2. Reduces social and economic menace which over 2,000 disabled but
 

skill-less soldiers might have constituted. Saves the nation from the
 
unrest.
 

3. Providing the soldiers with saleable skills without which many
 

might turn beggars.
 

4. Possibly making re-integration into civilian life relatively pro

gressive and painless.
 

b. Programme weaknesses:
 

1. No control of budget.
 

2. No control of staff.
 

3. Little control of trainees.
 

4. High rate of absenteeism of trainees.
 

5. Very little motivation for learning on part of trainees.
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6. 	No follow-up and feedback system built in.
 

7. 	Mass graduation irrespective of level of attainment and performance.
 

8. 	Equipment design in some cases not suitable.
 

9. 	Lack of 'individual trainees practicing equipments.
 

10. 	 Non-involvement of trainees in the determination of their specific
 
needs.
 

1. 	 No in-service training conducted for staff at Ihomet.
 

c. 	Recommendation for Strengthening Programme:
 

1. 	More stringent budgetary control and maximization of allocation.
 

2. 	More control of staff and trainees recommended.
 

3. 	Staff work to be more supervised.
 

4. 	Motivation for learning be introduced.
 

5. 	Programme to be re-structured as to cater for special abilities
 
and weaknesses. Mass graduation discouraged.
 

6. Equipments and furniture be modified in special cases.
 

7, Kits containing tools for individual trainees supplied.
 

8. 	More civilian staff recommended.
 

9. 	Coordination with other agencies and employers necessary.
 

10. 	 In-service training on 'homet front recommended.
 

Recommendations for ITF Refunding
 

Since this is a military programme over which the ITF cannot main

tain even an ostensible control, and since available evidence reveals
 

much defect in structure and control, I would recommend that the ITF
 

should not fund/refund any aspect of the programme.
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Appendix 12
 

VISIT TO THE DRIVERS AND MECHANICS VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
 

ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1974
 

BY A TEAM COMPOSED OF:
 

1. Dr. Beard
 
2. Mr. Bernhart
 
3. Mr. E. 0. Awonogun
 
4. Mrs. Nnobi
 
5. Mr. 0. Kolade
 
6. Mrs. R. I. Wallace
 
7. Mr. Agbazue
 

PERSON INTERVIEWED:
 

Mr. T. J. Bryan, Jr. (Technical Adviser to D.M.V.S.)
 

EVALUATOR: 
 Mrs. R. I. Wallace
 

HISTORY
 

The concern for the high toll of death on Nigerian roads led the
 
Nigeria Motor Drivers and Allied Transport Workers' Union to found a
 
training school in 1962, to combat the situation by producing proficient
 
and efficient drivers, in cooperation with appropriate traffic authorities.
 
The school started on a 1-1/2 acres plot of land and it has expanded ever
 
since to a space of 5 acres.
 

From January 1965 - December 31, 1973, the school was supported
 
financially by the African-American Labour Centre (AALC) at the average
 
of $25,000 per annum and a Technical Adviser, whose contract has ended
 
because of the stoppage of the aid, was also provided. But this Technical
 
Adviser stays on, by a special contract.
 

The school's control which was formally transferred to the Nigeria
 
Motor Drivers and Allied Transport Workers' Union, has traived over
 
2,500 driver-mechanics, who have all been placed on jobs.
 

The school has received, during the last twelve years, external aid
 
from Austrian Federal Labour, International Transport Workers Federation.
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PHILOSOPHY
 

It is believed that this school will raise the standard of efficiency
 

of all drivers and especially reduce the rate of deaths by road 
accidents,
 

as well as produce better and responsible citizens whose driving 
will be
 

of service to the community through the observance of traffic ordinances.
 

PURPOSE
 

To produce proficient, efficient and safety-conscious drivers 


male and female.
 

OBJECTIVES
 

To make students aware of the relationship between a driver's
 

physical, mental and emotional characteristics and his ability 
to operate
 

a vehicle safely.
 

To teach the students to be alert for the mistakes of 
other drivers
 

and the recklessness of pedestrians and cyclists.
 

To help the students develop the skills required for safe 
and
 

efficient driving.
 

To give students an understanding of the relationship between road
 

conditions and driving problems and an appreciation of 
highway markings
 

and signals.
 

To stimulate interests and participation in efforts to improve
 

traffic conditions through legislative processes, engineering 
develop

ments, and the functions of various law enforcement agencies 
and admin

istrative departments.
 

To assist in improving traffic conditions by the observance 
of
 

traffic laws and regulations.
 

To help in producing men and women in the commercial and transport
 

fields.
 

The objectives are clearly stated in behavioral terms and are
 

The objectives are
categorized as short, medium and long-range. 


quantifiable as well as amenable to qualitative indicators (viz. 
pass/
 

fail). The objectives relate to national goals, as they help to reduce
 

road accidents.
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TARGET POPULATION
 

All persons who are 18 and above, living in Lagos, with primary
 

six certificates, desirous of becoming drivers, either as owner-drivers
 

or employee-drivers.
 

The target population is adequate for the objectives, especially
 

DESCRIPTION 

since under-aged persons are not eligible, and the minimum 
educational
 

level would enable trainees to understand lessons (which are in English)
 

and to read road signs.
 

Eligibility for Class B license is primary IV and for Class 
C, it
 

is both primary VI and a Class B license.
 

STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 

Board 

Director
 

TechnicalAdviser]--Secretary]
 

I Driving Maintenance
Mechanics 


Instructor
Instructor
Instructor 


STAFFING
 

The staffing is done entirely by Nigerian Trade Unionists. The
 

Head Instructors are well-qualified and experienced; though their
 

Assistants are less-qualified, they have potential.
 

bi-lateral contract,
The Technical Adviser who was sent through a 


is highly professionally qualified; but his contract has expired 
and a
 

The position
Superintendent of Instructors is needed to replace him. 


The Director of the school has
description of the staff is not shown. 
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an extra job as General Secretary of the Motor Drivers and Allied Trans

port Workers' Union.
 

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
 

As earlier menti3ned, the school is situated on a 5-acre plot.
 

This is small and limits the driving range. *There are approximately 20
 

vehicles, most of which are broken down -- as only 5 are in good condition.
 

Most of the vehicles are rendered idle because of lack of spare parts.
 

Some of the functioning vehicles even have right-hand steering wheels!
 

The school block looks wretched; the classroom is badly ventilated,
 

and everything cries for urgent rehabilitation. The school has one
 

workshop, one classroom, a full complement of maintenance and testing
 

equipment, some films, charts and a small library. There is, however,
 

an apparent optimum utilization of equipment, staff and facilities,
 

which include a 2,000 gallon-capacity petrol-storage tank.
 

TRAINING DESIGN
 

Skill Training Areas
 

The areas of skills trained are driving and maintenance. The
 

mechanic skill is supplementary and it is to help trainees identify
 

faults in the event of vehicle breakdown. The curriculum is more or
 

less broken into two -- Beginners and Advanced Driving Courses, leading
 

to Classes B and C Driving licenses respectively.
 

Other supplementary courses include industrial relations and civics.
 

ADEQUACY OF TRAINING PROGRAMME
 

The training program is adequate for the achievement of programme
 

objective which is "pass test and get job."
 

There have been good feedback reports from employers of graduates
 

of this school. The rate of accidents have fallen in some establishments
 

by up to 60% and repair costs have fallen tremendously too. Programme
 

is therefore responsive to the target population, and permits quantitative
 

and qualitative assessment -- in pass/fail and as well as feedback of
 

impact of graduates on costs reduction.
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The training programme is adequate within the constraint of budget
 
and staff. 
They can do better if funds are available, especially in the
 
mechanics department.
 

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES USED
 
A combination of lectures, group discussion and presentation,
 

demonstration shops, practical driving lessons and on-the-job experience
 
- as some are already employed as drivers.
 

The various teaching devices used are: 
 lesson plans, job sheets,
 
operation sheet, constructed tests, examinations, forms of check used
 
in shop instruction, charts analyzing instructional materials, visual
 
aids - viz. films, slides and mock-ups.
 

TIME TABLE
 

The training programme is for three months and it provides for a
 
6-hour daily work  3 hours each for driving and mechanics. The pro
gramme contains a network of activities, specifying events and time for
 
achievement. 
 This is because each subject has its objective clearly
 
spelled out. 
 This time table is feasible and has been tested over
 

twelve years.
 

The time required for class C professional license is, however,
 
inadquate, as 
the high rate of demand on the school for this category
 
of trainees 
makes the time for training short.
 

REPORTS
 

Internal
 
There have been no drop-outs and the main sources of feedbacks are
 

the internal lessons and tests which are comprehensive, and usually only

5%-7% fail on first attempt. They usually pass on second attempt after
 
undergoing a remedial course. 
There are no bet guidelines for deter
mining the progress of graduates. Feedback is obtained from graduates
 
themselves. 
About 40% of the drivers in Esso are from the school. The
 
company said that their rate of accidents has gone down by 50% and their
 
maintenance cost has also fallen by 45% since graduates of the school
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have been employed. The oil company conducted an aptitude test recently
 

and graduates of the school were placed 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
 

The school issues a semi-annual progress report highlighting achieve

ments and problems. The budget for 1973 was H45,746; but the fund
 

released was much lower. In fact, the Technical Adviser has not been
 

paid some months' salaries!
 

External
 

The school also issues a prospectus and syllabus and information
 

is disseminated orally; yet, the demand is greater than what the school
 

can cope with. The Director of Labour has asked the school to train
 

1,000 drivers for the coming World Balck and African Festival of Arts.
 

But no assistance from the Ministry of Labour yet.
 

LINKAGES
 

There is no linkage with outsiders except the Motor Drivers' Union.
 

There have, however, been occasions for the school to train or update
 

drivers for certain ministries, Nigerian Armed Forces, the Police, Navy,
 

Air Force, Esso, Lagos State Municipal Transport Service, Samco Ltd.,
 

and Shell-BP.
 

Apart from the potential link with the federal government, reported
 

above, the school has requested the assistance of the Industrial Training
 

Fund, in :he area of finance.
 

The programme, however, does not cooperate with or use operational
 

projects to complement its efforts.
 

Although this programme does not duplicate any yet in existence,
 

there are many driving schools to which this school stands as model.
 

The school has developed and can still develop a Moral Training
 

Unit, showing driving films in different driving areas (e.g., Mushin,
 

Shomolu, etc.).
 

There is usually a supplementary seminar -- union and employers 

for placement of trainees.
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BUDGET AND FINANCE
 

Sources
 

The source of funds prior to 1974 has been the African-American
 

Labour Centre '(AALC). But from January 1, 1974, the Nigeria Motor
 

Drivers and Allied Transport Workers Union took over the financial
 

responsibilities, and this body is apparently not able to support the
 

school.
 

The tuition fees generate about N 10,000 a year, but the school
 

needs N44,000 and there is therefore a shortage of N34,000.
 

The budget is adequate, but the funds available are not. It is
 

not certain if funds have been obtained from the M.D. and A.T.W.U. this
 

year as the Technical Adviser has not been paid for nine months to date.
 

Though the programme is adequate for the budget, the cost per student
 

can be much lower, if the limited driving range can be increased to allow
 

an additional number of students.
 

No records were presented to us, showing the financial acvitities
 

of the school, though we were told that the school has a credit balance
 

of only N57,28 in the bank.
 

The programme will almost certainly have to receive continuous
 

outside support to survive. Since the transport companies feel that
 

their contribution to ITF is enough, the ITF should support the school.
 

ASSESSMENT
 

Programme Goals and Objectives
 

The programme goals and objectives are adequately stated means of
 

determining achievement.
 

The short-term objectives are relevant because they help to solve
 

the problem of shortage of qualified drivers in the country, and the
 

intermediate objectives are relevant because they introduce gradually
 

into our roads, better trained and well mannered drivers, and the long
 

term objectives will ensure that all drivers will have respect for other
 

road-users and as such, reduce road accidents. These objectives are
 

thus relevant to our national priorities and needs.
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EVALUATING S/T
 

1. Tra.iing Completion Criteria
 

a. Short-term Objective. S/T is expected to learn and know how to drive
 

and develop a'mechanical ear for faults while driving.
 

Intermediate. S/T should have an awareness of other road-users as
 

well as develop a sense of asset preservation for the vehicles.
 

Long-term. S/T is expected to become a good citizen and increase
 

the national output by reducing the death toll.
 

be There are clearly defined procedures for accomplishing these objectives.
 

c. Quantifiable and qualifiable techniques can be used to assess the
 

attainment of short-term objectives.
 

d. The techniques are reliable.
 

2. They are professional class C drivers or private class B drivers.
 

The professionals are ready for employment after passing driving test.
 

3. There is a high stability of jobs and "on-the-job performance" of 

S/T on completion, is good. 

REPLICATION
 

This programme can be duplicated elsewhere, but the one proposed
 

for Kano never came off-ground. No encouragement is given to duplicate
 

it in every state as yet. It can be under one umbrella of training
 

programe. 

A kind of behavioral pattern can thus be formed among graduates of
 

the school all over the country. This is an exemplary model.
 

It is assumed that the stated objectives of the programme will be
 

achieved if:
 

a) required staff, facilities and other instruments of
 
implementation are accessible and
 

b) funding is secured in time.
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CONCLUSION
 

a. 	 The strength of the programme is in:
 

1) The good organization, staffing, planning and execution.
 

2) The blending of driving with maintenance education.
 

3) 	 The success rate (no drop-out) and the record of job
placement.
 

b. 	 Summary of Programme Weaknesses:
 

1) 	 The over-reliance on the Technical Adviser, as no counter
part is employed to understudy him.
 

2) 	 The oNer-burdening of the Director, who also functions as
 
General Secretary to M.D. and A.T.W.U.
 

3) 	 The bleak nature of the future of the financing for the
 
school.
 

4) 	 The difficulty of getting spare parts for vehicles as
 
well as increasing the vehicles.
 

5) 	 The limited driving range. This makes the teacher/
 
student ratio 1:6 instead of 1:25, and as such, cost
 
per trainee is on the high side.
 

c. 	 Recommendation for Strengthening Programme: 

1) Secure stable financing to ensure continuation of this 
scheme.
 

2) Rehabilitate the vehicles.
 

3) Add a few more vehicles.
 

4) Increase the land available for use as well as facilities
 
for mechanical training.
 

5) Add a Superintendent of Instructors to staff in order to
 
phase out the Technical Adviser.
 

d. 	 1) The school is a worthy candidate for ITF funding -- after
 
other avenues have been exhausted.
 

2) 	 Increase fees payable by students.
 

3) 	 Get federal and/or state government assistance either
 
directly or through their agencies.
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Seek financial support of the Road Safety Committee
 
with the Committee.
since the institution has similar goals 
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Appendix 13
 

REPORT ON THE SURVEY OF GOVERNMENT TRADE CENTRE,
 

IJEBU-ODE
 

By G. U. Agbazue.
 

1. History
 

The Government Trade Centre, Ijebu-Ode was the first to be built
 

in the Western State. The foundation was laid on the 23rd of January
 

1959. In October the same year, work started in earnest with forty-five
 

trainees, fifteen each in three different trade3, namely, plumbing;
 

carpentry/joinery and cabinet making. Later vehicle body building,
 

brickwork and masonry were added to the number of courses available
 

at Ijebu-Ode.
 

Reorganization of courses in November 1965 resulted in the
 

vehicle body building course being transferred to Government Trade
 

Centre, Owo; while Government Trade Centre, Ijebu-Od, acquired
 

painting and decorating courses from Government Trade Centre, Ozhogbo,
 

and carpentry/joinery from Government Trade Centre, Owo.
 

Courses now available at Ijebu-Ode are: brickwork/fiasonry;
 

furniture craft; carpentry/joinery; painters and decorators work and
 

plumbing.
 

2. Philosophy
 

The average school learners in this country traditionally opted
 

for the white collar job. The choice for the white collar job was
 

motivated mainly by the system of education which had been exclusively
 

academic in character. The able students therefore preferred training
 

in the professions where they would not do "dirty jobs." As a result,
 

those with less or no academic ability were regarded most suitable for
 

training as craftsmen. Contrary to the views held in the late 1950s and
 

early 1960s, it was recognized that the situation had to change if
 

Nigeria was to develop an industrial economy. The belief of the Centre
 

is that the type of training which it offers will provide a fundamental
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approach to productive industry. It is also believed that it is one of
 

the best recognized methods of preparing young men and women with the
 

correct aptitudes to acquire skills that will fit them into the various
 

fields of moddrn industrial developments.
 

3. 	 Purpose
 

Succinctly, the purpose is to provide facilities for trade training
 

for male and female students with the right aptitude for technical
 

education, which will qualify them for direct employment in industry
 

at craftsman's level, or enable them to establish small scale businesses
 

of their own in due course.
 

4. 	 Objective
 

a) 	 To help students relate their special aptitudes to
 

training in various trades available at the Trade Centre.
 

b) 	 To serve generally, the private and public sectors at
 

our industries by providing at craft level skilled
 

craftsmen and trained women in housecraft and institu

tional management.
 

1) 	 The objectives are clearly stated.
 

2) 	 The objectives are in behavioral terms.
 

3) 	 The objectives are not categorized as short, medium or
 

long range.
 

4) 	 The objectives are quantifiable.
 

5) 	 The objectives are qualitative indicators.
 

6) 	 The objectives relate to national goals.
 

5. 	 Programme Description
 

Courses available in the Centre are plumbing craft, blocklaying
 

concreting, carpentry and joinery, painting and decorating, screen poster/
 

sign writing (starting next month), furniture craft.
 

Syllabuses followed are those of the W.A.E.C.'s in collaboration
 

with the City and Guilds of London Institute intermediate and craft levels
 

in the trades listed above. Federal Ministry of Labour classes three and
 

two are also adequately covered before the trainees take the end-of-course
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examination that qualifies them for Federation of Niferia Craft Certificate
 
if passed. There are three classes in each trade except one (screen poster/
 
sign writing) which will have only one class as from 30th of September 1974.
 
All the classes in plumbing, blocklaying, concreting, painting and
 
decoreting and furniture craft have been double-streamed. Carpentry and
 
joinery classes will be double-streamed; theie will be average distri
bution of 120 trainees on each course.
 

Eligibility Criteria
 

1. Applicants should be between 15 and 18 years old on admission.
 
2. They must have completed and passed the prescribed Modern III
 
examination or must have successfully completed three years in a
 
recognized secondary grammar school.
 

Target Population
 

For the past two years enrollment has increased considerably in
 
four of five existing courses at the Centre. 
Student population rose
 

from 300 in 1972/1973 to 403 in 1973/1974 session. It is anticipated
 

that the figure will again rise to 644 when new intakes resume on the
 

30th of September.
 

Examina ions
 

On successful completion of the courses students attempt three
 

examinations to equip themselves adequately with relevant certificates
 
for all the relevant areas of the labour market.
 

1. W.A.E.C. in collaboration with the City and Guilds of London
 
Institute Craft or intermediate (whichever is available in the trade) is
 
attempted. This is an internationally accepted qualification which not
 
only enables students to fit into industries, but also qualifies them
 

to undergo advanced stages of their courses.
 

2. Federation of Nigeria Craft Certificate. Examination for this
 
is conducted internally by the Centre. It is a nationally accepted
 
qualification for entry into industries throughout Nigeria.
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3. Federal Ministry of Labour Trade Test in Class II and III is also
 

attempted to meet the need of industries that have established Standard
 

Pay Rate with this qualification only.
 

Structure of Organization and Administration
 

All the Government Trade Institutions in the W. State of Nigeria
 

are part of the Technical Education Division of the Ministry of Educa

tion, Ibadan. The Ministry of Education allocates funds from its
 

annual budget to run each Government Trade Centre, consistent with an
 

established policy. All the employees or personnel of the Trade Centre
 

are employees of the Governim nt of the W. State of Nigeria.
 

The Principal of the Trade Centre is responsible to the Ministry
 

of Education through the Chief Technical Education Officer for the day
 

to day administration of the Institution.
 

The Principal is assisted by a Vice Principal, Executive and Clerical
 

Officers in the administration of the Centre. Heads of Departments in
 

the Trade Centre are responsible for running of the established courses.
 

The Principal coordinates the training programme through the Vice
 

Principal.
 

Advisory Committee
 

The Centre has an Advisory Committee appointed by the Commissioner
 

for Education. The Advisory Committee consists of representatives of
 

the Engineering Manage and Practitioners of the various trades for which
 

courses are provided at the Centre. The Advisory Committee exerts
 

worthwhile influence on policy dccision, curriculum content and placement
 

of trainees in jobs.
 

Adequacy of Staff to Achieve Programme Objective
 

This is lacking. No sufficient staff to teach all the subjects
 

in the syllabus. There is sufficient land for expansion, but not
 

sufficient equipment to accomplish the programme objective due to lack
 

of funds.
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Training Design - Curricula
 

Skill training areas are furniture craft, carpentry and joinery,
 

painters and decorators work, brickwork, poster/sign writing.
 

Supplementary Courses
 

There is a basic induction course for all the students on entry.
 

The objective is to expose students to all courses. The interest of
 

the students can be identified during this course and the Centre is in
 
a better position to group students according to their areas of interest
 
after the induction course. The next objective is to set students on
 

the trade after the induction course.
 

There is adequacy of training programme to achieve programme
 

objectives, respond to needs of target population, permit quantitative
 

measurement of outcomes.
 

Educational techniques used are lectures, demonstrations, shop and
 

work experience.
 

Time Table
 

The programme contains a time schedule for specific events.and
 
activities to occur leading accomplishment of objectives. The time table
 

appears feasible within limits of programme.
 

Reports - Internal
 

There are feedback mechanisms for trainees, staff and industries.
 

Progress records of trainees are kept and these help the teaching staff
 

to locate the students' areas of weakness and strength. Also,
 
industries request for certain number of Western State students. 
Reports
 
are usually sent to the Centre in respect of the progress made by the
 

students.
 

Reports - External
 

There is not enough information dissemination as a means of
 
informing the profession and public (private sector about programme, e.g.,
 

newspapers, radio, T.V., demonstrations).
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Linkages
 

There is coordination with other training programmes and industries.
 

The programme duplicates others, for instance, certain courses, e.g.,
 

vehicle body building is also being taught at Government Trade Centre
 

at Owo.
 

Budget and Finance
 

a. 	 Sources of Funds:
 

1) 	 Students pay N2.00 per annum. This covers both tuition
 
and boarding.
 

2) 	 The Centre is financed by W. State Government.
 

3) 	 Aids are channelled to the Western State Ministry of
 
Education. The I.D.A. expansion aid is the only one the
 
Centre is enjoying at present.
 

The Budget is not adequate to meet the programme objectives; it
 

is not adequate to supply properly qualified staff. Three members of
 

the staff may resign in the near future because of lack of motivation.
 

b. 	 Assessment
 

1) Programme goals and objectives are adequately stated.
 

2) 	 There are no short-term and intermediate goals. But the
 
long-term objective is to train the students to pass
 
Federation of Nigeria Craft Certificate examination which
 
is the nationally accepted qualification for entry into
 
industries throughout the country.
 

Training Completion Criteria
 

At the end of the course the students are expected to pass the
 

Federation of Nigeria Craft Certificate Examination. They also take the
 

City and Guilds conducted by W.A.E.C.
 

There are no short term and intermediate objectives. The long-term
 

objective is to enable the students to pass a trade test that will fetch
 

them jobs. By the end of their courses the students are expected to
 

know and understand the way to utilize and apply their classroom and
 

workshop experience in their industrial places of work in order to in

crease productivity.
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Employment
 

The students who passed the Trade Test normally get jobs in industries.
 

Their salary range is N300 - N500 p.a.
 

Replication
 

1. 	The programme can be duplicated in othet places.
 

2. 	Programme outcomes are generalizable.
 

3. 	This programme has the potential of becoming parts of exemplary
 
model.
 

Conclusion - Programme Strengths
 

1. 	Good boarding accommodations for 403 students.
 

2. 	Very good workshops for students.
 

3. 	Enough land for expansion.
 

4. 	Marked division of labour.
 

5. Adequate buildings for training.
 

Weaknesses
 

1. 	 Lack of motivation for teachers.
 

2. Lack of funds to develop the Centre.
 

3. 	 Lack of wide publicity of the programme.
 

4. 	 Lack of properly qualified staff.
 

5. 	 Too much bottleneck in channelling aids through the headquarters
 
at Ibadan.
 

Recommendations
 

1. 	To arrest the exodus of the staff; their conditions of service are
 
to be improved.
 

2. 	More personnel are to be trained as instructors.
 

3. 	More funds are to be provided to develop the Centre.
 

4. 	The programme ought to be given more publicity.
 

5. 	Administrative bottleneck existing in the Centre ought to be
 
minimized.
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Appendix 14'
 

Selected Comments of Student/Trainees Now Employed
 

1. 	 "The training received is adequate and satisfactory."
 
"...likes his Job."
 
"...felt adequate to the job needs."
 
". .present, salary is N24 (month) higher than what he was earning before
 
he attended OIC."
 

2. 	 "...finds his job challenging..."
 
"...found nothing lacking in his training at OIC."
 
"...training has given him sufficient skill to cope with his
 
present job."
 

"By his training, his social life has improved a lot."
 

3. 	 "Finds his job quite rewards in terms of exposure to commercial air
 
conditioners."
 

"...training at OIC has fully equipped him to tackle the job."
 
"He is considerably overtaken his classmates who completed standard VI
 
with 	him and who have gone onto secondary education."
 

4. 	 "...training in OIC has greatly improved his skill."
 
"...he readily copes with his job in terms of practicals."
 
"...had lost all hope of upgrading his skill until he went into OIC."
 
"Now through higher earning he has earned more respect from his people
 
and regained his confidence."
 

5. 	 "S/T is adequately trained for the job."
 
"...has 	experienced a change of life in many spheres. He has prestige in
 
the family because he is a salary earner."
 

6. 	 "...training received--satisfactory."
 
"Her 	status has changed. She is now a salary earner."' (Zero to N420
 
per annum.)
 

7. 	 "OIC training? Very good."
 
"Salary then N37 per month. Present salary N50 per month."
 
"I have more respect now than before."
 

8. 	 "Expressed happiness and joy about receiving training in auto mechanics."
 
"Job agrees with training."
 
"He considers himself a 'professional' man."
 
"Now assumes more responsibility in the family."
 
"Now economically independent."
 
"...more selective of his friends."
 
"Employee earns more now than previously. Now collects about N42 a
 
month (N20 before)."
 
"Yaba graduates are rated higher when he thinks he compares favourably
 
well with them"
 

9. 	 "...likes the training he had received at OIC."
 
"He received a higher salary than before he attended OIC course."
 
(N36 per month to N55 now)
 

"Thinks that boys from Yaba Trade Centre are better than him in practical
 
work on Diesel engines."
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10. 	"Training was good."
 
"Feels she is adequate to job needs."
 
"Job has changed her life. She now has more prestige."
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.Appendix 14/A
 

Selected Comments of Employers of Student/Trainees from OIC/L
 

1. 	 "Training is satisfactory."
 
"Ready to recruit more products of OIC."
 
"To early to make comparisons...with the products of other institutions."
 

2. 	 "Ready to accept more trainees from OIC."
 
"She is prepared to work!"
 

3, 	 ".,.good, hard working ready to take correltions and eager to learn."
 
"He likes working with his hands."
 
"Employer is not ready to accept more students from OIC."
 
"...not quite job ready."
 
"Boys from Trade Centre are better prepared for the job."
 

4. 	 "...is doing well."
 
"Basing judgement on the sacked one,...he wouldn't like to employ more
 
from the school. But...is all right."
 

"S/Ts are not well prepared for their job."
 
"...period of training is too short."
 

5. 	 "...employees performance is average."
 
"Very little of independent work is expected of him unlike trainees from
 
Yaba, Ports Authority, and the Railway training schools who had spent
 
relatively longer time in training."
 
"Ready and willing to take more (from OIC)."
 
"...rated (OIC trainee) a little lower than trainees from Yaba."
 

6. 	 "Quite ready to take more of graduates from OIC."
 
"Not quite fully prepared for their job. They are still very dependent
 
but are good materials for quick induction."
 
"Employees compare favourably with trainees from Yaba,'Benin, Oshogho,
 
and other centres."
 

7. 	 "Ready to accept more OIC product? Yes."
 
"Well prepared for job? Yes"
 
"Compare very favourably with other workers from other training centres."
 

8. 	 "...employer is ready to accept more S/Ts."
 
"The training there (OIC) should teach the trainees to love to use
 
their hands."
 

"The employees from other places are better; especially those from
 
Idi-Aba Women Training Centre, Abcokuta."
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